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30 September 2013

Hon. Gail Gago MLC
Minister for Agriculture, Food and Fisheries
Minister for Forests
Minister for Regional Development
Minister for the Status of Women
Minister for State/Local Government Relations

Hon. Ian Hunter MLC
Minister for Sustainability, Environment and Conservation
Minister for Water and the River Murray
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation

Dear Ministers,

I am pleased to present the PIRSA annual report for the year ended 30 June 2013. The report has 
been prepared under Part 3 Section 12(6) of the Public Sector Act 2009, in accordance with the Act’s 
accompanying regulations as well as the financial reporting requirements of the Public Finance and Audit 
Act 1987.

Yours sincerely

Scott Ashby

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
PRIMARY INDUSTRIES AND REGIONS SA
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Primary Industries and Regions SA (PIRSA) has the lead role in ensuring the prosperity of both the  
agricultural sector and regional areas in South Australia.

Clearly, agriculture has been driving the State’s economy since the 1880s and today the food and wine  
sectors employ one in five South Australian workers, generating a combined annual revenue of $16 billion.

It was an honour and a privilege to take up the stewardship of the department and be appointed as Chief 
Executive in February 2013, building on the work of Ian Nightingale, who is now the Industry Participation 
Advocate. I thank Ian for his significant contribution to the leadership and management of the department 
and, more broadly, primary industries in South Australia.

Our work is shaped through the South Australia’s Strategic Plan targets and our leadership of the Premium 
Food and Wine from Our Clean Environment Strategic Priority. To achieve our goals, in delivering on these 
imperatives, PIRSA’s aim is to be a policy-focused, high performing, collaborative, and trusted organization 
that works in partnership with regional industries and communities.

The Premium Food and Wine from our Clean Environment Strategic Priority seeks to position South  
Australia to capitalise on the increasing global demand for premium products that are clean, safe and  
produced in a sustainable and ethical manner.

PIRSA undertook extensive consultation with key stakeholders on the strategic priority through a  
discussion paper and further consultation on agribusiness in South Australia. This will lead to the  
development of the Premium Food and Wine from our Clean Environment Action Plan in 2013-14.

South Australia’s clean air, clean, water and clean soil provides a competitive advantage for leveraging 
export opportunities, particularly new markets in China. Since July 2012, PIRSA has been very active in 
developing relationships with the Chinese government to facilitate market development for South  
Australian Companies. Following the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Fujian 
Provincial Government, PIRSA has welcomed a trade delegation from Fujian to South Australia, participated 
in the Premier’s inaugural Shandong and South Australia Cooperation and Development Forum in  
Shandong Province, developed strong linkages with the influential Hong Kong Trade and Development 
Council, positioned and profile South Australian premium food and wine at Hong Kong and Shanghai 
showcases. 

PIRSA also put forward a business case to Department of Treasury and Finance to “Realise opportunities 
in China in Food, Wine and Capability Development”. In June 2013, the State Budget was announced, with 
Primary Industries and Regions South Australia receiving $2.54m over 3 years for this China Agribusiness 
Initiative, predicting of a full calendar of activities for 2013-14. 

Our Fisheries and Aquaculture division continues be viewed as a national leader in fisheries and  
aquaculture management, ensuring the ecologically sustainable development of the State’s aquatic  
resources. Several new management arrangements were finalised for key fisheries during the year and  
PIRSA led a cross government working group investigating the population decline of the Giant Cuttlefish 
in Spencer Gulf. Much work was undertaken to develop a voluntary commercial fisheries catch and effort 
reduction program in preparation for the implementation of marine parks sanctuary zones in 2014.  
Planning is also underway for Adelaide to host the World Aquaculture Adelaide 2014 Conference in June 
2014, showcasing SA’s world-leading aquaculture industries on a global stage.

Chief Executive’s Overview
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A strong an effective Biosecurity system is essential to protect South Australia’s status as a producer of 
premium food and wine from our clean environment. A State Biosecurity Policy 2013-16 was released, 
which recognises the need for a coordinated and strategic approach to Biosecurity, promoting a shared 
vision and shared responsibility.

World-leading research delivered by PIRSA’s South Australian Research and Development Institute  
(SARDI), continues to create opportunities for our primary industries sector. Its collaboration with a 
range of other tertiary and research organisations in Australia and overseas strengthens SA’s position  
as an international centre of excellence for food and wine in education, research development and  
technology transfer. This research underpins the State’s clean, safe, ethical and secure production systems.

In Agribusiness and Regions Division, PIRSA’s new five Regional Managers are leading a targeted, whole of 
region approach to identifying priorities and opportunities for economic development, jobs growth and 
capacity building in their region, working across industry sectors. Similarly, Industry Account Managers are 
leveraging opportunities from seven key agribusiness sectors: food and beverage, horticulture, grains, meat 
and livestock, seafood, wine, and forestry.

Over the year, Rural Solutions SA, which provides commercial consulting services to local, regional and 
international markets, consolidated its new business model to concentrate its business on two key areas: 
agribusiness and environmental management. Aligning its workforce with market demand for services will 
ensure viability in the future.

Overall, PIRSA will base its business outcomes on five firm building blocks. We will:

Build capacity to ensure our regions consist of food, wine and fibre industries that are contemporary, 
efficient, competitive and resilient.

Secure production to ensure that ready, reliable and sustainable resources are available for industry 
growth and development.

Expand markets to ensure that South Australian food, wine and fibre products have unrestricted  
access to new and existing markets.

Grow regions to ensure regional areas contribute to the economic strength and social fabric of South 
Australia.

Perform well to ensure PIRSA is a modern, flexible and responsive organisation that values its people 
while delivering outcomes for South Australians.

PIRSA divisions have a role to play in delivering these goals, whether that be resource regulation, our 
Biosecurity projection and emergency procedures, providing opportunity for industry or communities, our 
cutting edge research, or corporate support that keeps the wheels turning.

Much work was undertaken in the second half of the year to clearly align and articulate our business  
outputs to ensure we meet industry challenges and expectations within the context of our budget. 

Chief Executive’s Overview
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To ensure we can drive results, it is essential that PIRSA has a dedicated, responsive and adaptable staff 
base. Significant work is being undertaken to ensure the values and principles of the public sector renewal 
program, Change@South Australia, is embedded into PIRSA’s organisational culture.

PIRSA has a long history of supporting and developing rural industries. Through strategic alignment with 
State Government priorities, this tradition will be enhanced.

Scott Ashby 
Chief Executive

Chief Executive’s Overview
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As at 30 June 2013, PIRSA was organised as  
outlined below:

Agribusiness and Regions consists of the 
Agribusiness Development, Regions and Strategic 
Industry Policy groups. The division aims to grow 
the economic contribution of the agriculture, 
food, wine and forestry industries through the 
development and execution of a market-driven 
approach to industry. Strategies, policies and  
projects are developed and executed  
collaboratively with regions and industry and 
other government agencies to ensure the  
benefits are broadly implemented. 

Rural Solutions SA is a SA Government 
owned business that provides a broad range of  
consulting services across economic, political, 
environmental and social dimensions to  
agribusiness and environmental clients in local, 
regional and international markets. The business 
has been built around innovation, outstanding  
client focus, strong people capabilities and the 
agility and flexibility required to meet the needs 
and objective of public and private sector  
organisations.  

Biosecurity SA manages the risks and  
potential harm to the economy, the  
environment and the community of pests and  
disease entering, emerging, establishing or  
spreading in Australia. It has a focus on animal 
health, plant health, natural resources  
management, Branched Broomrape, food safety, 
rural chemicals and emergency management 
programs. 

Fisheries and Aquaculture develops and 
sets in place sound governance and procedures 
to regulate and facilitate the sustainable  
development of aquaculture and fisheries  

industries. The framework established by the  
SA Government and industry stakeholders  
ensures ecological sustainable development  
while providing certainty and opportunity for 
industry investment.

South Australian Research and  
Development Institute (SARDI) delivers 
robust scientific solutions for primary industries, 
and is the State Government’s principal research 
institute and research division of PIRSA. SARDI’s 
scientists work to create opportunities to  
position the State’s agriculture, food, aquatic and 
bioscience industries as internationally  
competitive and ecologically sustainable. 

Strategy and Engagement Directorate 
drives and ensures the strategic positioning of the 
agency and its profile within the South Australian 
community, and leads and implements an Action 
Plan for the development of the State Govern-
ment’s Premium Food and Wine from Our Clean 
Environment strategic priority. The directorate 
consists of three groups, Premium Food and 
Wine from Our Clean Environment Project Team, 
Organisational Strategy and Development, and 
Strategic Communications and Engagement.

Corporate Services supports, enables and  
connects the whole of the agency, supporting 
delivery on the State Government Strategic 
Priorities of Premium Food and Wine from our 
Clean Environment, and Advanced Manufacturing. 
In providing the following business services, the 
Corporate Division also ensures the agency  
delivers on the South Australian Strategic Plan 
Targets: Regional support and asset management; 
financial and prudential management services;  
information and communication technology 
(ICT), and human resources management.

Organisational Structure
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Organisation Chart
At 30 June 2013
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OUR PURPOSE

To enable primary industries and regions to continue to grow and innovate and take 
full advantage of future opportunities.

We work to create an environment which stimulates investment in agribusiness and addresses 
impediments to the growth of primary industries and regional economies.

We provide leadership and expertise and develop constructive partnerships with industry, other levels of 
government and the wider community to ensure the goals of South Australia’s Strategic Plan are met.

Through our commitment to the Premium Food and Wine from our Clean Environment strategic  
priority, people throughout our state, country and the world will know that South Australia is a  
producer of quality food and wine from its clean water, clean air and clean soil.

OUR ROLE

PIRSA, as a key economic development agency of the South Australian Government, works across a 
diverse range of industry sectors including agriculture, livestock, forestry, fishing and aquaculture and 
regional development.

We involve and engage with others to ensure we make good decisions, have clear policies, plan and 
implement effective programs, drive relevant projects, promote efficient resource use and broker shared 
responsibility. In this way we enable the State’s primary industry sectors and regions to remain  
competitive, productive and sustainable.

PIRSA has five building blocks on which we will base our business:  We will:

Build capacity to ensure our regions consist of food, wine and fibre industries that are 
contemporary, efficient, competitive and resilient.

Secure production to ensure that ready, reliable and sustainable resources are available for  
industry growth and development.

Expand markets to ensure that South Australian food, wine and fibre products have unrestricted  
access to new and existing markets.

Grow regions to ensure regional areas contribute to the economic strength and social fabric of 
South Australia.

Perform well to ensure PIRSA is a modern, flexible and responsive organisation that values its 
people while delivering outcomes for South Australians.

OUR PLANNING FRAMEWORK

Our work is guided by industry needs, government priorities, our legislative and policy mandate and  
community values and aspirations. 

PIRSA’s role
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PIRSA’s role

POLICY & STRATEGY (drives)

OUR FUNCTIONS

AGRIBUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT
(delivers)

BIOSECURITY  
& EMERGENCY 
MANAGEMENT
(delivers)

FISHERIES &
AQUACULTURE 
MANAGEMENT
(delivers)

RURAL
COMMERCIAL
SERVICES
(delivers)

CORPORATE SERVICES (supports, enables and connects)

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT (informs and provides)

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT (collaborates)

National and State policy
Regional development policy
Industry policy
Forestry policy and community service obligation

Industry liaison

Trade development

Investment  
coordination

Animal health

Plant health

Aquatic health

Emergency management

Food safety

Rural chemicals

Pests and weeds

Compliance

Fisheries management 
and planning

Fisheries licensing and 
permits

Compliance

Aquaculture zoning

Natural resource  
management

Industry and enterprise 
development

Seed certifying and  
testing

Stakeholder  
engagement

Governance, business services, finance and asset management, information and communication  
technology, people and culture communications and engagement, rural finance schemes

Aquatic sciences - aquaculture, marine environment and ecology, inland waters and catchment ecology,   
oceanography, fisheries.

Livestock and farming systems - feed and forage, animal reproduction, pigs and poultry, food safety and  
innovation, farming systems

Sustainable systems - climate applications, water resources, viticulture and irrigated crops, crop  
improvement, new variety agronomy, entomology, soil biology and diagnostics, plant health and biosecurity

Regional economic coordination
Capturing regional opportunities and addressing constraints

Across government

Premium Food and Wine from our Clean Environment
Organisational strategy
Legislation and regulation
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OUR VALUES

Values are central to the way we work. Integrity, respect, collaboration, innovation and achievement 
are the cornerstones for how we interact with industry, community, other government agencies and 
each other.

In October 2012, the Premier initiated the Public Sector Renewal Program Change@SouthAustralia 
to define the values and behaviours that foster a high performing organisational culture, centred on 
performance excellence.

At PIRSA we will embrace this focus to ensure we improve the quality of our services; develop,  
support and empower our people to make the department a responsive and dynamic place to work.

PIRSA’s role
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Agribusiness and Regions awarded $48.63 
million to 24 South Australian Regional Development 
Australia applicants from a total fund of $425 million, 
on behalf of the Australian Government.  

Biosecurity SA accredited more than 940 meat 
processors, 118 shellfish producers, four seed  
sprouters, 84 egg producers, 77 poultry producers 
and 84 poultry producers, and approved 24 citrus 
packer food safety programs while also undertaking 
more than 1 700 audits of producer and processor  
businesses.

Biosecurity SA led the cross-government work-
ing group investigating the population decline of the  
Giant Australian Cuttlefish in northern Spencer Gulf,  
developing a suite of research priorities and securing 
$730 000 in funding to support research activities,  
as well as implementing additional precautionary 
fisheries management arrangements to further  
protect the iconic species.

Agribusiness and Regions released the draft 
Regional Statement for community feedback being 
undertaken by the Regional Communities  
Consultative Council.

Biosecurity SA finalised the first State Biosecurity 
Policy, recognising the need for a coordinated and 
strategic approach to biosecurity, promoting a  
shared vision and shared responsibility.

Agribusiness and Regions awarded $5 million 
to support seven projects through the Riverland 
Sustainable Futures Fund, generating 95 new jobs, 
awarded $1.5 million to support six projects through 
the Regional Development Infrastructure Fund,  
generating 144 new jobs, with a project investment 
of approximately $30.3 million.

Agribusiness and Regions awarded $2.6 million 
to a project through the Upper Spencer Gulf and 
Outback Enterprise Zone Fund which will generate 
64 new jobs at a total investment of $8.7 million.

Agribusiness and Regions signed a  
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the  
Fujian Department of Agriculture in China to  
increase the levels of cooperation between the  
two agencies.

SARDI joined the $20 million Great Australian 
Bight Collaborative Research Science Program,  
working with CSIRO and Marine Innovation  
Southern Australia (MISA) to gain understanding of 
the environmental, economic and social values of the 
region. 

SARDI commenced leadership of the Water  
Allocation Planning project for the Adelaide Mount 
Lofty Ranges. This project will provide critical  
knowledge to inform policy development and help 
secure future fresh-water resources in South  
Australia. 

Rural Solutions SA delivered two key soils 
projects Resilient Landscapes and Improve Land 
Condition, assisting the Department for Environment, 
Water and Natural Resources to implement the 
soils protection component of the South Australian 
Strategic Plan.  

Rural Solutions SA developed and delivered the 
Future Farm Landscapes project through engagement 
and extension in South Australia’s regions. These  
activities are designed to help address climate change 
and the emerging carbon market, and identify land to 
be preserved for livestock and crop production.

Strategy and Engagement completed industry 
and public consultation on the Discussion Paper for 
the Premium Food and Wine from Our Clean  
Environment strategic priority.

Strategy and Engagement project managed 
a Change@SouthAustralia 90 Day project aimed at 
streamlining regulation for the South Australian tuna 
industry.

At a Glance - PIRSA’s Highlights for 2012-13
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Fisheries and Aquaculture completed a two-
year review of Snapper management arrangements 
implementing changes in both the commercial and 
recreational fishing sectors, following extensive  
consultation involving fishing sectors, local  
government, tourism authorities and local  
communities. 

Corporate Services developed an online  
application to enable PIRSA Fisheries and  
Aquaculture customers to generate their Quota  
Balance Statement on a 24-hour basis.

In addition, PIRSA delivered the final business case 
and program proposal documentation to the  
Commonwealth for the $265 million South  
Australian River Murray Sustainability Funding  
Package.

At a Glance - PIRSA’s Highlights for 2012-13
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Performance Summaries 

PIRSA is a key economic development agency of the South Australian Government, and as such works 
across a diverse range of industry sectors including agriculture, livestock, forestry, fishing and aquaculture 
and regional development. 

South Australia’s Strategic Plan (SASP) provides an important blueprint for our State that identifies the 
aspirations for our future success.

The State Government’s Seven Strategic Priorities for South Australia’s future, represent areas where we 
can make the most difference to the lives of everyday working people and to the future prosperity of our 
State. The Seven Strategic Priorities are aimed at helping industries change and grow, at protecting and 
creating jobs, and at building a better quality of life for people.

Seven Strategic Priorities

• Creating a Vibrant City 

• An Affordable Place to Live 

• Every Chance for Every Child 

• Growing Advanced Manufacturing 

• Safe Communities, Healthy Neighbourhoods 

• Realising the Benefits of the Mining Boom for All 

• Premium Food and Wine from Our Clean Environment

PIRSA’s 2012-13 Annual Report has been laid out to provide context to the public and Parliament about 
how PIRSA contributed to the targets within the SASP and the State Strategic Priorities, particularly as lead 
agency for the Premium Food and Wine from our Clean Environment strategic priority, and contributing 
agency to Growing Advanced Manufacturing. 

Each chapter is introduced with the relevant strategic visions taken from the SASP, with each of the  
highlights in the Performance Summaries aligned to a goal and target.

Drive > Collaborate > Deliver > Inform and Provide >  

Support, Enable and Connect
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Performance Summary: Agribusiness and Regions

The Agribusiness and Regions Division comprises the Agribusiness Development, Regions and Strategic 
Industry Policy groups. The division aims to grow the economic contribution of the agriculture, food, 
wine and forestry industries through the development and execution of a market-driven approach to 
industry. Strategies, policies and projects are developed and executed collaboratively with regions and 
industry and other Government agencies to ensure the benefits are broadly implemented. 

The division drives South Australian Government’s strategic priorities of Premium Food and Wine from 
Our Clean Environment and Growing Advanced Manufacturing and plays a key role in coordinating the 
development of policies, programs and regulatory reforms that will promote investment in agribusiness, 
achieve the aim of increasing the productivity, sustainability and efficiency of our food systems and to 
grow the value chain of food supply in South Australia, as well as increasing recognition of the intrinsic 
value of our healthy, natural environment.

The Agribusiness and Regions division works collaboratively with Food SA, Regional Food Industry  
Association, South Australian Wine Industry Association (SAWIA) and Primary Producers SA to grow 
the value of food and wine to the South Australian economy.  The division also manages the SARDI Food 
Technology program that drives innovation in food production and processing which supports both the 
Premium Food and Wine from Our Clean Environment and Growing Advanced Manufacturing priorities. 

The division also supports the sustainable development of an internationally competitive forest industry, 
regional development and the provision of services from the State Government forest estate; including 
policy advice to the Minister for Forests and State Government in relation to forestry, forest industries 
and associated environmental matters.  As well as programs that deliver community benefits from  
forestry activities, including public activities and biodiversity management in the State’s forest estate.

The Agribusiness Development group provides PIRSA’s capability to identify key strategic industry  
issues through engagement and analysis and deliver key agribusiness projects and initiatives through an 
account management framework to address impediments to industry growth.  The group acts as a single 
point of contact within government and industry to provide a depth of understanding of the challenges 
and opportunities of the agribusiness sector with PIRSA’s network of government, business, investment, 
research and development contacts.

The seven dedicated Account Managers support the grains, seafood, meat and livestock, wine,  
horticulture, food and forestry industries and five Regional Managers are based in the Eyre and Western 
areas, Murraylands and Riverland, South East and Limestone Coast, Yorke and Mid North and Outer 
Adelaide Regions.   
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Performance Summary: Agribusiness and Regions

Key objectives for the Agribusiness Development group are to:

• Facilitate key agribusiness projects through the account management framework and address  
 regulatory and structural impediments to sustainable industry growth.  

• Work with industry associations and clusters of agribusiness companies to attract investment and 
 develop trade opportunities to improve global competitiveness. 

• Act as a specific point of contact to provide a depth of knowledge on the challenges and opportunities 
 facing particular agribusiness sectors.  

• Provide industry advice to the Chief Executive and Minister for Agriculture, Food and Fisheries,  
 Minister for Forests, and Minister for Regional Development.  

The Regions group provides PIRSA with the capacity to help grow sustainable and competitive regions, 
increase economic opportunity and lead the development and implementation of policies and programs 
to facilitate opportunities for investment and jobs in regional areas. It does this by working with South 
Australia’s regional communities, industry and businesses and all levels of government to build social capital 
and promote economic development opportunities and promote the interests of our regions to enhance 
sustainable economic prosperity.

Key objectives for the Regions group are to:

• Lead PIRSA’s engagement with regions, advising State Government on regional development and 
 strongly advocating for regional economic and social growth.

• Collaborate across PIRSA and government to meet strategic targets, develop policy frameworks  
 and provide forward thinking strategic advice and economic evaluation to support informed,  
 evidence-based policy decisions. 

• Influence State and national policy agendas through leadership of PIRSA’s agendas in water, land use, 
 natural resource management and regional development. 

• Support the State Government strategic priorities including Premium Food and Wine from Our  
 Clean Environment and Growing Advanced Manufacturing. 

• Lead PIRSA’s interaction with existing, new and diversified regional business activities through a fully 
 integrated case management approach that supports access to capital attraction, investment attraction,  
 marketing opportunities (including export marketing), mentoring and government grant funding.

• Coordinate economic development opportunities in regional communities to maximise their  
 contribution to the State’s overall economic performance. 

• Involve and engage with regional communities and other government agencies when working on 
 across-government regional issues.
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Performance Summary: Agribusiness and Regions

The core purpose of the Strategic Industry Policy group is to provide strategic policy advice to achieve 
PIRSA’s strategic directions. Key objectives of the group are to:

• Assist the agency to meet strategic targets by connecting policy frameworks and providing forward 
 thinking strategic advice and economic evaluations that support informed, evidence-based policy  
 decisions. 

• Influence State and national policy agendas through leadership of PIRSA’s agendas in water, land use,  
 natural resource management and regional development. 

• Develop and formulate detailed agribusiness industry advice and policy intervention on identified  
 key issues.  

• Provide a project and research capability to ensure the Chief Executive and Minister are informed on 
 agribusiness issues as well as supporting and implementing legislation and other statutory matters.

 

Major Outcomes Achieved

Community

Goal: Governments demonstrate strong leadership working with and for the community.

Target 32: Customer and client satisfaction with government services.

• Facilitated greater stakeholder engagement in policy review of potential cost recovery of Animal 
 Health Services.

• Released the draft Regional Statement for community feedback being undertaken by the Regional 
 Communities Consultative Council.

• Facilitated four regional consultation visits by the Regional Communities Consultative Council and 
 supported its work program that focused on identifying opportunities from the seven State  
 Government strategic priorities.

Prosperity

Goal: South Australia has a resilient, innovative economy.

Target 35: Economic Growth.

• Implemented major structural reforms in the citrus industry, relieving the industry of a regulatory 
 burden of $3 million per annum.

• Secured grains industry stakeholder endorsement for changes to the collection arrangements  
 of grain grower contributions to state-specific grains research and development funds.

• Led a forest industry market development program to explore value adding along the whole forest 
 industry chain and encourage the development of existing, new and diversified business activities.

• Released a Premium Food and Wine from Our Clean Environment Concept Statement for public 
 consultation.
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Performance Summary: Agribusiness and Regions

• Signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Fujian Department of Agriculture in  
 China to increase the levels of cooperation between the two agencies. The outcome is to enhance  
 bilateral collaboration and investment in new agricultural technology, promote import and export of  
 premium agricultural products and collaborate in food safety research.

• Revised legislative arrangements for industry governance and the collection of industry funds in the 
 citrus, grains and wine industries.

• Awarded $5 million to support seven projects through the Riverland Sustainable Futures Fund, 
 generating 95 new jobs; awarded $1.5 million to support six projects through the Regional  
 Development Infrastructure Fund generating 144 new jobs, with a project investment of approximately 
 $30.3 million.

• Awarded $2.6 million to a project through the Upper Spencer Gulf and Outback Enterprise Zone 
 Fund which will generate 64 new jobs at a total investment of $8.7 million.

• Coordinated on behalf of the Australian Government applications from South Australia for 
 Regional Development Australia funding which resulted in 24 applicants being awarded a total of 
 $48.63 million from a total fund of $425 million in rounds two, three and four.

• Held the Limestone Coast Diversification Forum in Mount Gambier bringing together 25 regional 
 leaders to identify economic diversification opportunities for the region.

• Supported the progression of the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) Regional Australia  
 Standing Council national program including the Regional Economic Diversification Framework.

• Signed a MOU between the State Government, Local Government Association of SA and the Federal 
 Government to establish a place-based approach to regional economic development in the Upper 
 Spencer Gulf. 

• Ensured OneFortyOne Plantations Pty Ltd compliance with the contractual conditions included in the  
 sale of the State’s forward forest rotations.

Target 37: Total Exports.

• Completed a value chain demonstration project in partnership with industry for the export of tuna to 
 China.  

Target 38: Business Investment.

• Developed the State Government’s forest industry policy position to increase investor confidence  
 and enable the industry to innovate, adapt and compete.

• Established a dedicated unit of agribusiness and regional account managers to engage directly with 
 industry to facilitate expansion, investment and trade development opportunities consistent with the 
 Premium Food and Wine from our Clean Environment strategic priority.
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Performance Summary: Agribusiness and Regions

Goal: We develop and maintain a sustainable mix of industries across the State.

Target 40: Food Industry.

• Coordinated the State Government’s contribution to the next stage of the National Food Plan and 
 compiled a whole of Government of South Australia submission to the National Food Plan White 
 Paper process for consideration by the Australian Government.

• Commenced key initiatives for the whole-of-government response to the National Food Plan,  
 including a State Government understanding of food security and implications for cross-government 
 policy.

• Produced the 2011-12 Food and Wine Industry Scorecards and put in place the process for  
 compilation of the 2013-14 Crop and Pasture Reports.

• Provided strategic advice and informed on primary industry issues associated with South Australian 
 policy developments including Snapper closures, the National Food Plan, South Australia’s Economic 
 Statement, land use and water allocation policy including the Lower Limestone Coast.

• Completed a review of the likely impacts of carbon pricing on various primary industries processors 
 and manufacturers.

• Awarded $1.1 million through the Riverland Sustainable Futures Fund to recipients in the food  
 sector. 

• Awarded $917 000 through the Regional Development Infrastructure Fund to recipients in the food 
 sector 

Goal : South Australia has a sustainable population.

Target 46: Regional population levels.

• Regional economic development projects under the Riverland Sustainable Futures Fund, Riverland 
 Development Infrastructure Fund and Upper Spencer Gulf and Outback Enterprise Zone Fund and 
 Regional Development Australia funding supported the target of increasing regional populations,  
 outside of Greater Adelaide, by 20 000 to 320 000 or more by 2020.

Environment

Goal: We look after our land, rivers and wetlands.

Target 70: Sustainable Land Management.

• Communicated the clean and green attributes of South Australia’s plantation-grown timber to  
 highlight industry contributions to natural resource management outcomes and emerging biofuels 
 markets.
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Performance Summary: Agribusiness and Regions

Future Directions 2013-14

• Lead the implementation of the national carbon farming initiative in South Australia.

• Develop and implement the South Australia Agribusiness China Action Agenda.

• Implement with the SA Wine Industry Association the China Wine Initiative.

• In collaboration with industry associations, increase the capability of agribusiness to 
 attract equity investment.

• Partner with the Food Innovation Precinct to ensure industry uptake and participation in  
 key initiatives.

• Promote industry involvement in the Savour Global Wine Conference.

• Drive South Australia’s implementation of the National Food Plan.

• Implement key strategic policies and frameworks, including for primary industry productivity 
 and cost recovery. 

• Continue to lead a COAG working group examining scope for national collaboration and 
 information sharing on land use planning measures that address competition for agricultural 
 land, land use conflict and subsequent impacts upon farm sector productivity.

• Support the South Australian Forest Industry Advisory Board in its development of an  
 Industry Policy Statement and Blueprint for the future.

• Ensure OneFortyOne Plantations Pty Ltd compliance with the contractual conditions  
 included in the sale of the State’s forward forest rotations.

• Host a meeting of the signatory nations to the Montreal Process for the sustainable  
 management of temperate and boreal forests.

• Facilitate industry investment into clean technology and energy-efficient production and  
 the use of timber-based renewable resources for energy production.

• Provide Community Service Obligation funding to support ForestrySA’s management of  
 public use of the Mount Lofty Ranges and Mid North forests and biodiversity values, and  
 community fire protection.

• Support stage two analysis of local industry readiness to take up new technology, and  
 consultation with the industry globally, particularly in Northern Europe as part of the  
 VTT Cellulose Fibre Chain Study.

• Develop a collaborative project to support a forestry cluster in the Limestone Coast  
 region to advance the outcomes of the Cellulose Fibre project.

• Establish a Grains Research and Development Fund under the Primary Industry Funding 
 Schemes to replace collection arrangements under the Wheat Marketing Act 1989.

• Complete deregulation of the grains industry with the repeal of the Wheat Marketing Act 1989.
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Performance Summary: Agribusiness and Regions

Future Directions 2013-14

• Implement the Inter-Governmental Agreement for the National Drought Program Reform,  
 particularly in the area of farm business management training to build the resilience of farm 
 businesses and their preparedness for periods of hardship.

• Facilitate the inclusion of a productivity focus in the review of Regional Natural Resource 
 Management Plans.

• Prepare and present a report to the Standing Council on Primary Industries regarding a  
 national approach to influencing land use planning that fosters productivity growth in  
 agriculture.

• Support regional economic development throughout South Australia through regional  
 funding programs including the Regional Development Fund, Riverland Sustainable Futures 
 Fund and the Enterprise Zone Fund for the Upper Spencer Gulf and Outback.

• Facilitate consideration of project proposals from South Australia for funding by the  
 Australian Government, including through the Regional Development Australia Fund and  
 the Murray-Darling Basin Economic Diversification Program.

• Facilitate the Regional Communities Consultative Council’s engagement with regional  
 communities on the Regional Statement for South Australia and on key issues and  
 opportunities to maximise regional South Australia’s competitive advantage.

• Lead South Australia’s contribution to inter-governmental policy, including the Regional  
 Australia Standing Committee.

• Develop a regional infrastructure investment strategy for South Australia, as agreed nationally.

• Implement the nationally agreed Regional Economic Development Framework.

• Implement the place-based strategy for long-term growth in the Upper Spencer Gulf.

• In conjunction with South East Local Government Authorities, Regional Development  
 Australia bodies and the Department of Industry Trade and Investment, support the  
 Limestone Coast region to deliver an economic diversification program.
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Performance Summary: Biosecurity SA

Biosecurity SA develops and implements policies, legislation, regulatory frameworks, surveillance,  
preparedness and response programs. These protect the economy, environment, communities and 
human health from the negative impacts associated with the entry, establishment or spread of pests, 
diseases and contaminants.  Biosecurity SA also has a food safety role in primary industry production.

Biosecurity is a shared responsibility across all levels of government, industry and the community.  
Biosecurity SA works with risk creators and industry beneficiaries to contribute to an effective  
biosecurity system. This work includes publicising that early detection and intervention for a new 
incursion leads to better and more cost effective outcomes.

Beneficiaries of this investment are the areas of animal health, aquatic animal health, marine and  
vertebrate pests, weeds, plant health and primary production of food safety and farm chemical residue 
management. 

Biosecurity SA’s programs and objectives are aligned to the South Australian Government’s Premium 
Food and Wine from Our Clean Environment strategic priority, by underpinning product integrity, food 
safety and market access of South Australia’s primary industries.

Key Objectives for Biosecurity SA are to:

• Protect and enhance the integrity and reputation of SA’s primary products, including food.

• Partner with government organisations, industries and communities to build a shared vision  
 and responsibility for biosecurity.

• Build capabilities and capacity across government and industries.

• Prevent and be prepared to respond to and/or manage animal and plant pest and diseases,  
 contaminant and food safety risks and emergencies.

• Build and/or maintain surveillance programs for high-priority threats.

• Positively influence state and national policies, commitments and agendas.

• Develop our people, support services and business practices.

Major Outcomes Achieved

Prosperity

Goal: South Australia has a resilient, innovative economy.

Target 35: Economic growth.

• Finalised the first State Biosecurity Policy, which recognises the need for a coordinated and  
 strategic approach to biosecurity, promoting a shared vision and shared responsibility.

• Hosted a Queensland fruit fly simulation exercise Fruity Fox, in the Riverland production area,  
 involving 35 people from industry, local, State and Australian Government.
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Performance Summary: Biosecurity SA

• Conducted a joint Emergency Animal Disease response exercise with PIRSA Aquaculture and  
 Fisheries, Exercise Sea Fox, to develop a surveillance system and plan to combat Pacific Oyster  
 Mortality Syndrome (POMS) for South Australia.  

• Conducted seven biosecurity emergency response training workshops to build skills and capability  
 of staff and industry representatives.

• Completed the National Carcass Disposal Report identifying mass disposal sites around  Australia  
 for animal emergency responses.

• Investigated 45 reports of off-target chemical spray drift and engaged with more than 300 individuals 
 and organisations to gain support for the adoption of best practice spraying methods.

• Carried out 422 tests to rule out exotic animal diseases in abalone, birds, pigs, horses, cattle and 
 other ruminants.

• Managed the eradication of four Mediterranean fruit fly outbreaks in metropolitan Adelaide to  
 remain the only mainland State free of fruit fly. 

Target 37: Total Exports.

• Hosted an audit of SA’s plant quarantine procedures by Japan’s Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 
 Fisheries Plant Protection Service.  This successful audit maintained confidence that the SA fruit and 
 vegetable industries remain free of fruit fly.

• Managed regular inspection of more than 3 400 fruit fly traps across metropolitan Adelaide, the  
 Riverland production area, Port Augusta and Ceduna.  

• Implemented major changes to the Ovine Johne’s Disease (OJD) and Bovine Johne’s Disease (BJD) 
 control programs to align with nationally agreed management plans.

Goal: We develop and maintain a sustainable mix of industries across the State.

Target 40: Food Industry.

• Implemented the National Food Safety Scheme for seed sprout producers. 

• Implemented the new Poultry Meat Food Safety Scheme to ensure egg producers complied with a 
 new national food safety standard.

•  Analysed 255 shellfish samples, 630 water samples, 395 phytoplankton samples and 55 biotoxin 
 shellfish samples from 29 approved harvest areas to enable 118 Oyster and Mussel growers, Cockle, 
 Pipi and Scallop harvesters to maintain access to the domestic and international market. 

• Accredited more than 940 meat processors, 118 shellfish producers, four seed sprouters, 84 egg 
 producers, 77 poultry producers and 84 poultry producers, and approved 24 citrus packer food 
 safety programs while also undertaking more than 1 700 audits of producer and processor  
 businesses.

• Undertook 655 audits of fruit, vegetable and plant importers and exporters and issued more than  
 2 340 plant health certificates for produce being exported interstate. 
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• Managed the eradication of two exotic plant pest incursions of potato spindle tuber viroid to  
 reduce the risk of spread to valuable potato and tomato industries.

• Completed a pilot project on improved campylobacter counting technique to provide poultry  
 processors with the tools to measure their food safety performance.

• Undertook a rigorous consultation process with chemical users and stakeholders on solutions to 
 spraydrift, including a proposal to draft regulations under the Agricultural and Veterinary Products 
 (Control of Use) Act 2002 to include requirements for training and record keeping for users of  
 phenoxy herbicides.

Environment

Goal: We look after our land, rivers and wetlands.

Target 70:  Sustainable land management.

• Facilitated removal of approximately 15 000 feral camels, achieving very low densities in the  
 Simpson Desert and Great Victoria Desert regions and a significant reduction in feral camel  
 density on Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Land.

• Led the delivery of a dingo aerial baiting program involving 88 pastoral landholders, delivering  
 44 200 baits over a 8 600 km flight path in the SA Arid Lands Natural Resources region south of 
 the Dog Fence.

• Prepared and commenced implementation of the South Australia Buffel Grass Strategic Plan and 
 national strategic plans for the Weeds of National Significance silverleaf nightshade and opuntioid 
 cacti.

• Produced a weed control handbook for 93 declared plants in South Australia.

Goal: We care for our oceans, coasts and marine environments.

Target 71: Marine biodiversity.

• Identified biological causes of significant fish and dolphin deaths arising from extreme sea  
 temperatures in late summer-autumn 2013 across SA coastal waters.

Performance Summary: Biosecurity SA

Future Directions 2013-14

• Lead South Australia’s implementation of the seven schedules of the Intergovernmental  
 Agreement on Biosecurity.

• Complete a review of declared plant and animal policies under the Natural Resources  
 Management Act 2004.

• Lead the South Australian implementation of the National Wild Dog Action Plan.

• Develop and implement the Foot and Mouth Disease Action Plan.
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Performance Summary: Biosecurity SA

Future Directions 2013-14

• Undertake audits of red meat, and poultry meat processors and egg, poultry meat, shellfish 
 and sprout producers.

• Prepare biosecurity response plans for high-priority exotic pests and diseases.

• Contribute to the development of national Animal Welfare Standards and Guidelines.

• Undertake an industry engagement and communication program to improve information  
 and collaboration in managing biosecurity risk.

• Undertake an enhanced surveillance, monitoring and response program to maintain our  
 fruit fly-free status.

• Undertake a shellfish and harvest waters monitoring program to ensure farmed bivalve  
 molluscs are safe for human consumption.

• Enhance South Australia’s grains industry preparedness for an exotic grain pest incursion.

• Investigate new technologies that support improved management of vertebrate pests, in  
 partnership with the Invasive Animals Cooperative Research Centre.

• Maintain the favourable Ovine Johne’s Disease (OJD) status of South Australia at about 1%  
 or less infected flocks. 

• Lead South Australia’s contribution to intergovernmental biosecurity policy, including  
 Council of Australian Governments and Standing Council on Primary Industries.

• Implement regulations under the Agricultural and Veterinary Products (Control of Use) Act 2002  
 to include requirements for training and record keeping for users of phenoxy herbicides.

• Undertake audits of high risk chemical users – 1 080 fox bait, Group I herbicides and 2,4-D 
 high volatile esters to verify their use in accordance with ‘control of use’ requirements.

• Negotiate with various jurisdictions market access arrangements for horticultural 
 commodities that maintain South Australia’s world class biosecurity status, protect the 
 State’s production areas and reduce red tape where possible.

• Develop a draft plant pest surveillance strategy for South Australia in coordination with  
 other State and Commonwealth agencies.

• Amend the Veterinary Practice Act 2003 to implement national agreement to harmonise  
 registration of veterinarians across Australia.

• Amend the Livestock Regulations 1998 Act to help improve uptake of Property Identification 
 Codes (PICs) for livestock properties and mandate PICs for the commercial poultry industry.
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Performance Summary: Fisheries and Aquaculture

South Australia is home to Australia’s most diverse range of fisheries and aquaculture sectors, with a 
world-class reputation for producing quality seafood and environmental sustainability.

Our seafood industry has established itself as a significant contributor to South Australia’s primary 
industries, with species such as Rocklobster on the Limestone Coast and Southern Bluefin Tuna on 
Eyre Peninsula delivering significant economic returns and employment opportunities for regional 
communities.

With growth in seafood demand projected both globally and domestically, government management 
and regulation of our fisheries and aquaculture industries is critical to underpinning the State’s  
Premium Food and Wine from Our Clean Environment strategic priority.

Widely viewed as a national leader in fisheries and aquaculture management, the PIRSA Fisheries and 
Aquaculture division is responsible for the ecologically sustainable development of the State’s aquatic 
resources. The division develops and implements policies, legislation and regulatory frameworks and 
conducts education, monitoring and compliance programs to ensure the long-term sustainability of 
the aquatic environment and allow for the continued development and competitiveness of this vital 
primary industry.

PIRSA Fisheries and Aquaculture is responsible for:

• Ensuring the ecologically sustainable development and management of the State’s commercial,  
 recreational and Aboriginal traditional fisheries.

• Ensuring the ecologically sustainable growth of the aquaculture industry.

• Coordinating equitable and efficient allocation of the State’s aquatic resources.

• Delivering strategic policies and effective services to the South Australian seafood industry.

• Educating fishers from all sectors, as well as aquaculture operators across the State, about their 
 responsibilities towards ensuring the sustainability of our aquatic resources.

• Working with industry and representative bodies to determine and monitor the compliance and 
 ecosystem health risks associated with each fishery and aquaculture sector.

• Developing and delivering a fisheries and aquaculture compliance program that addresses the  
 most significant risks to the sustainability of our aquatic resources.

• Developing and reviewing fisheries management plans and aquaculture zone policies to make  
 sure each sector is operating under the most efficient management framework.

• Effectively administering the leasing and licensing of fisheries and aquaculture operations.
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Performance Summary: Fisheries and Aquaculture

Major Outcomes Achieved

Our Environment

We look after our natural environment.

Target 71: Marine biodiversity.

• Completed a two-year review of Snapper management arrangements implementing changes in both 
 the commercial and recreational fishing sectors, following extensive consultation involving fishing 
 sectors, local government, tourism authorities and local communities.

• Implemented new Garfish management arrangements, including net modifications and gulf closures 
 in the commercial fishery.  A stakeholder working group is continuing to review future management 
 arrangements for the species.

• Implemented new management arrangements for Blue Swimmer Crab in Gulf St Vincent, including 
 reducing commercial quota and recreational fishing limits, in response to a decline in the abundance 
 of crabs in the fishery.

• Developed the voluntary commercial fisheries catch and effort reduction program in preparation 
 for the implementation of marine park sanctuary zones in 2014. This includes consultation with 
 commercial fishers and associations in designing the program.

• Increased the possession limit for King George Whiting following feedback from fishers across  
 the State.

• Collaborated with Discovery Channel to participate in a three-episode documentary series,  
 Abalone Wars, as part of the division’s education and awareness strategy.

• Developed a Co-management Policy in consultation with key stakeholder groups to provide an 
 overarching framework to promote a consultative co-management approach to fisheries in South 
  Australia.

• Finalised draft policies on stock enhancement and translocation, in preparation for a period of  
 targeted consultation.

• Collaborated with industry to develop the ‘Adopt a Beach’ beach monitoring and cleanup program 
 aimed at minimising the impact of debris on the coastal environment.

Target 69: Lose no species.

• Finalised management plans for Abalone and Lake Eyre Basin fisheries. The management plans set out  
 objectives and strategies to manage the fisheries for the next 10 years. The Marine Scalefish and  
 Southern Zone Rocklobster management plans will be published in August/September 2013.

• Implemented new fishing restrictions in Spencer Gulf to further protect Giant Cuttlefish as a  
 precautionary response to the decline in population abundance. The agency has also led a cross- 
 government working group investigating the population decline.
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Performance Summary: Fisheries and Aquaculture

• Implemented a temporary closure to commercial prawn fishing in Gulf St Vincent to allow for the  
 economic and biological performance of the fishery to improve. PIRSA is working with industry to 
 consider and review management options and strategies that will form part of a new fishery  
 management plan to improve the performance of the fishery.

• Developed an agreement on the introduction of sea lion exclusion devices in the Northern Zone 
 Rocklobster Fishery, following extensive consultation with the Rocklobster Management Advisory 
 Committee and industry.

Our Prosperity

Target 39: Competitive business climate: Maintain Adelaide’s rating as the least costly place to set up 
and do business in Australia and continue to improve our position internationally.

• Reached agreement with various sectors of the fishing industry to adopt a multi-year cost recovery 
 agreement, creating efficiencies and assurances in future management of these sectors.

• Continued development of an e-business framework to allow quota managed fisheries to have access 
 to timely information.

• Implemented field-based compliance data collection tools that identified compliance coverage,  
 highlights,  emerging issues, records, contact with fishers, and giving Fisheries Officers extended field 
 contact hours and reduced administrative requirements.

Future Directions 2013-14

• Host World Aquaculture Adelaide 2014 Conference in June 2014, showcasing South Australia’s 
 world-leading aquaculture industries on a global stage.

• Develop recreational and commercial fishing applications to allow better information transfer 
 between PIRSA and these fishing sectors in collaboration with SARDI Aquatic Sciences.

• Commence a statewide recreational fishing survey to update catch and effort estimates for  
 key species and inform sustainable management decision-making.

• Commence development of an e-Catch system to allow commercial fishers to electronically 
 submit catch and effort data, allowing for more timely and accurate reporting to PIRSA. The 
 system will improve decision-making in relation to the management of fisheries.

• Produce an updated report on the status of all South Australian fish stocks, using the national 
 stock status reporting framework established in 2013. 

• Review the Aquaculture Regulations in consultation with industry to ensure they are aligned 
 with the newly amended Aquaculture Act 2001.

• Implement the outcomes of the ‘Streamlining Regulation of South Australia’s Tuna Industry’ 
 90-day project to create efficiencies in the licence approval process.

• Replace patrol vessel for Kingscote to service the Kangaroo Island region.
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Performance Summary: Fisheries and Aquaculture

Future Directions 2013-14

• Support the Fisheries Council through the preparation and implementation process of  
 management plans for the Rocklobster, Prawn, Sardine, Lakes and Coorong and Recreational 
 fisheries.

• Implement a voluntary commercial catch and effort reduction program as part of the  
 introduction of South Australia’s marine parks.

• Collaborate with SARDI on Spencer Gulf carrying capacity project to define new aquaculture 
 areas and ensure there is sufficient area available to support the continued growth of all  
 sectors.

• Implement exploratory and developmental permits which allow for the potential commercial 
 utilisation of non-traditional aquatic resources.

• Complete development of aquaculture policies for lease amalgamation and renewal and  
 Tumby Bay aquaculture zone.

• Conduct assessment and consultation on the implementation of aquaculture zone policies for 
 Ceduna and Franklin Harbor.

• Develop a South Australian Sea Ranger program to encourage indigenous support for  
 fisheries management in coastal Aboriginal communities.
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Performance Summary: SARDI

Scientific research and sustainable practice underpins South Australia’s Premium Food and Wine from our 
Clean Environment strategic priority. 

The South Australian Research and Development Institute (SARDI) is celebrating 20 years of delivering 
practical, industry-focused solutions to primary producers,  natural resources managers, aquatic and other 
bioscience partners. The research strives for positive ecological outcomes to conserve our marine, fresh 
water, soil and vegetation resources. 

These applied research and development (R&D) solutions, as well as ‘clean and green’ commodity and 
food exports, will contribute to global food security targets required to feed at least two billion more 
people by 2050. They also position South Australia’s farmers to remain internationally competitive in a 
rapidly changing global economy. 

From the sea and land to the consumer’s table, SARDI scientists are creating opportunities for our  
farmers, food producers and other industries such as aquaculture to adapt to environmental change,  
climate variability, market access and other challenges. 

SARDI’s scientific outcomes contribute to South Australia’s Strategic Plan by attracting critical  
investment and research funding, meeting specific industry priorities to enhance economic performance 
and by pursuing innovation in environmental issues. These contributions are critical to ensuring South 
Australia continues to produce premium food and wine from a clean environment.

Across its science programs, SARDI addresses these priorities for primary industries:

• expert advice on marine and fresh-water resource management, including the River Murray 

• new crop and value chain development

• animal health and welfare  

• sustainable natural resource utilisation

• climate adaptation in farming systems

• enabling technologies

• biosecurity

• food safety and innovation

SARDI is co-located on the University of Adelaide campuses at Waite and Roseworthy and collaborates 
with a range of other tertiary and research organisations in Australia and overseas. 

These collaborations strengthen South Australia’s position as an international centre of excellence for 
food and wine in education, research, development and technology transfer; and underpin the State’s 
clean, safe, ethical and secure production systems.
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Performance Summary: SARDI

Major Outcomes Achieved

Our Prosperity

Goal: South Australia has a resilient, innovative economy.

Target 35: Economic Growth.

• SARDI delivered a range of robust scientific solutions, such as DNA soil tests which saved broadacre 
 cropping and horticultural industries millions of dollars in lost production.  Every dollar spent on 
 agricultural research creates a benefit to rural industries of between 20% and 80%. 

Target 37: Total Exports.

• Identified new pulse, oat and cereal variety traits to meet export benchmarks in key export markets  
 including China, India, Europe and the United States of America. 

Goal: We develop and maintain a sustainable mix of industries.

Target 40: Food Industry.

• SARDI supported South Australian food industries with innovative solutions to product integrity, 
 market access, packaging, labelling and processing.  

Our Environment

Goal: We adapt to the long-term physical changes that climate change presents.

Target 62: Climate change adaptation.

• SARDI scientists continued their work in partnership with industry to manage risk from climate 
 variability in the vineyard and the paddock.  Developing and promoting practical management  
 options to reduce risk from heatwaves, water restrictions and soil salinity.

Goal: We look after our land, rivers and wetlands.

Target 70: Sustainable land management.

• Following the completion of the Murray Fishway Program, SARDI led The Murray Flood Ecology 
 project. This was a multidisciplinary team of 38 scientists investigating the environmental, social and 
 economic effects of the recent flood events on River Murray ecosystems. 

• Developed a practical guide to effectively use Rhizobium to naturally fix nitrogen in pasture and 
 mixed cropping systems – a potential saving to Australian farmers of more than $4 billion a year in 
 reduced fertiliser costs.

Goal: We care for our oceans, coasts and marine environments.

Target 71: Marine biodiversity.

• SARDI Aquatic Sciences continued to monitor and assess South Australia’s marine and fresh-water 
 species, determining the annual health and limits of exploitation which sustain the fishery as a result.  
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Performance Summary: SARDI

Target 75: Sustainable water use.

• Commenced a three-year research project on future water allocation planning in the Adelaide Mount 
 Lofty Ranges, and other hydrology and inland waters and catchment ecology research projects.  

Our Health

Goal: We make healthy choices.

Target 78: Healthy South Australians.

• On behalf of the Australian Seafood Cooperative Research Centre, SARDI scientists developed a 
 comprehensive nutritional profile of 21 different Australian seafood species. These values can be 
 incorporated into food labelling and dietary guidelines. 

Our Education

Goal: We have a zest for lifelong learning.

Target 93: Tertiary education and training.

• Supervised and/or co-supervised approximately 70 postgraduate students.

Our Ideas

Goal: Our research and development builds on our competitive strengths and addresses weaknesses.

Target 95: Industry collaboration, research and development commercialisation.

• SARDI scientists partnered with Pulse Breeding Australia (PBA) to develop the first herbicide-tolerant  
 faba bean and new pulse varieties targeting lucrative export markets in India and the Middle East.

• In collaboration with the abalone industry, developed improved feed, leading to a $2.5 million a year  
 saving and faster growth rates for what is a valuable export.  

Goal: We are innovative in designs and technologies and we use our intellectual property to advance.

Target 96: Public research expenditure.

Target 97: University research income.

Target 98: Business research expenditure.

• Attracted more than $40 million in external research grants and commercial receipts.  Funds were 
 sourced through producer groups, industries, and Federal Government-funded research programs,  
 including partnering in eight Cooperative Research Centres (CRCs). 
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Performance Summary: SARDI

Future Directions 2013-14

• Secure and grow critical fundamental and applied research and development capability that 
 supports the development of premium food and wine from our clean water, air and soil.

• SARDI Aquatic Science will play a pivotal role in the $20 million Collaborative Research  
 Science Program, working with CSIRO and Marine Innovation Southern Australia (MISA)  
 scientists to improve understanding of the environmental, economic and social values of  
 the Great Australian Bight.

• Lead the Goyder Institute ‘Water Allocation Planning for the Adelaide Mount Lofty Ranges’ 
 and other hydrology and inland waters and catchment ecology research projects.  These  
 projects will develop critical knowledge to inform policy development and help secure the 
 long-term future of fresh-water resources in the South Australia.

• Continue research into sustainable natural resource management, including a new manual  
 for biocontrol of weeds, soil improvement strategies and a statewide survey of sea lions,  
 Giant Cuttlefish and other iconic marine species.

• Model heat stress risks to wine grapes and wheat, and develop drought tolerance in barley 
 and other cereals in preparation for climatic variability.

• Oversee the commercial release of new oat hay, vetch and barley varieties, with SARDI to 
 provide agronomic support packages for new variety release.

• Establish a node of the Australian Animal Welfare Science Centre at Roseworthy Campus to 
 help develop livestock management systems which meet consumer and producer  
 expectations of sustainable livestock production.

• Build on the significant advances in new pasture development which focuses on hotter, dryer 
 conditions, including the first commercial release of salt-tolerant legume messina.

• Negotiate the establishment of the Australian Pasture Genebank at SARDI’s Plant Research 
 Centre at the Waite Campus.

• Expand alliances at Roseworthy Campus to promote R&D, training and education in the  
 sustainable production of livestock – including animal health and welfare – and aquatic  
 biosecurity.

• Explore the potential to cultivate and market native oyster spat as an alternative revenue  
 stream for South Australian Oyster producers.  
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Performance Summary: Rural Solutions SA

Rural Solutions SA delivers outstanding agribusiness and environmental solutions to community, industry 
and government through partnerships, engagement and innovation. Services delivered contribute to the 
State strategic priorities Premium Food and Wine from our Clean Environment, Advanced Manufacturing 
and Realising of the Benefits of the Mining Boom. 

Our consultants are recognised, qualified and experienced industry leaders who uphold a culture of 
excellence, high performance and innovation, ensuring greatest possible benefit for our clients.

The year 2012-13 saw the completion of implementation of the majority of the recommendations from 
the business viability review undertaken by PricewaterhouseCoopers in 2011-12. This enabled us to 
meet our forecasted revenue target and reflect the success of the workforce adjustment, marketing 
presence and programs, finance and business planning and risk mitigation. 

Major Outcomes Achieved

Prosperity

Goal: We develop and maintain a sustainable mix of industries across the State.

Target 40: Food industry - Grow the contribution made by the South Australian food industry to  
$20 billion by 2020.

• Continued livestock, soils and agronomy extension programs, such as SheepConnect SA, Future  
 Farm Landscapes and SoilSmart™, provide an ideal information conduit, access to experts and expert 
 knowledge to enhance agricultural production and sustainability in South Australia, contributing  
 directly to the profitability of the State’s livestock and grain industries.

Goal: South Australia has a resilient, innovative economy.

Target 37: Total exports: Increase the value of South Australia’s export income to $25 billion by 2020.

• Continued international livestock and irrigation projects, such as beef enterprise development in 
 Russia, sheep production in Iraq and Saudi Arabia and irrigation projects in Iraq and Egypt. These 
 directly contribute to SA’s export income through not only the export of our expert knowledge and 
 increased profile of our industries and products, but through directly related livestock and equipment 
 exports. 

Community

Goal: Governments demonstrate strong leadership working with and for the community.

Target 33: Government planning decisions: South Australia leads the nation in timely decisions of 
development applications through to 2020.

• On behalf of the Department for Manufacturing, Innovation, Trade, Resources and Energy (DMITRE), 
 conducted stakeholder consultations regarding the potential establishment of a multiple land use 
 framework (MLUF) in South Australia, and subsequently developed a proposal for implementation.  
 This process will contribute to efficient government planning decisions by creating greater clarity and 
 collaboration between agencies during the approvals process.
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Performance Summary: Rural Solutions SA

Goal: We care for our oceans, coasts and marine environments.

Target 69: Lose no species.

• Delivered vegetation baseline surveys and native vegetation clearance assessments for the  
 Department for Environment, Water and Natural Resources (DEWNR) Riverine Recovery program.  
 Aimed at restoring wetland ecological and hydrological function while achieving environmental water  
 savings, these surveys set the baseline to enable monitoring following infrastructure works. 

Goal: We provide leadership in managing the Murray-Darling Basin.

Target 76: River Murray flows: Increase environmental flows in the River Murray by a minimum of  
1 500 GL by 2018.

• Worked with industry partners and State Government to develop the draft River Murray  
 Improvement Program (RMIP) business case on behalf of the Water Industry Alliance (WIA). The  
 draft was utilised by the WIA to apply for Federal funding. As at 30 June 2013 the application was  
 pending formal approval. Approval would result in $265 million of Federal funds flowing to PIRSA to  
 manage the South Australian River Murray Sustainability Program (SARMS) with two components:  
 the $240 million Irrigation Industry Improvement program, and the $25 million Regional Economic  
 Development program.. 

Goal:  We look after our land, rivers and wetlands.

Target 70: Sustainable land management: By 2020, achieve a 25% increase in the protection of  
agricultural cropping land from soil erosion and a 25% improvement in the condition of pastoral land.

• Delivered two key soils projects ‘Resilient Landscapes’, and ‘Improve Land Condition’, assisting 
 DEWNR to implement the soils protection component of South Australia’s Strategic Plan.  

Goal:  We adapt to the long-term physical changes that climate change presents.

Target 62: Climate change adaptation: Develop regional climate change adaptation plans in all State 
Government regions by 2016.

• Developed and delivered the Future Farm Landscapes project through engagement and extension 
 activities in South Australia’s regions. These activities are designed to help address climate change and 
 the emerging carbon market, and to identify the value of biodiversity and protect land to be  
 preserved for livestock and crop production. 

Future Directions 2013-14

• Commence $265 million SARMS Program to support the required adjustment of the  
 irrigation industry along the River Murray in response to the Murray- Darling Basin Plan.

• Deliver a coordinated soil modification/ improvement program in South Australia.
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Performance Summary: Rural Solutions SA

Future Directions 2013-14

• Understand and assist preparation for climate variation through information provision and 
 development of next generation climate-ready farm plans.

• Lead international projects that utilise South Australian expertise in sustainable agriculture 
 and/or water resource management exporting knowledge and building markets.

• Develop and implement a new regional service delivery model for PIRSA.

• Develop a business model and collaborative partnerships with the public and private sectors 
 that build more sustainable regions (economically, socially and environmentally).
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Performance Summary: Strategy and Engagement

The Strategy and Engagement Directorate drives and ensures the strategic positioning of the agency and 
its profile within the South Australian community, and leads and implements an Action Plan for the  
development of the State Government’s Premium Food and Wine from Our Clean Environment strategic 
priority. 

The directorate consists of three groups, Premium Food and Wine from Our Clean Environment  
Project Team, Organisational Strategy and Development, and Strategic Communications and  
Engagement.

The Premium Food and Wine from Our Clean Environment Project Team is responsible for leading the 
development and implementation of the Government’s Premium Food and Wine from Our Clean  
Environment strategic priority. The team takes a strategic view of the priority in order to consider  
possible actions and delivery mechanisms from different levels including government, industry and the  
community.

The Organisational Strategy and Engagement Unit leads and delivers the Change@SA program and  
the High Performance Framework, which aims to achieve greater levels of community and industry  
satisfaction and engagement, and optimal organisational performance. The agency’s learning and  
organisational development functions are essential to the success of the directorate and a fundamental 
element in the formation of the change programs. 

PIRSA’s Strategic Communications and Engagement Unit provides timely and proactive communications 
programs to promote PIRSA’s achievements, business imperatives, programs, emergency response and 
community awareness, both externally and internally. Key messages relating to PIRSA’s role in South 
Australia’s Strategic Plan Targets and the key State Government strategic directive of Premium Food and 
Wine from Our Clean Environment are incorporated into relevant communications channels.

Major Outcomes Achieved

Premium Food and Wine from our Clean Environment

Goal: Governments demonstrate strong leadership working with and for the community.

Target 32: Customer and client satisfaction with government services.

• Completed industry and public consultation on the Discussion Paper for the Premium Food and 
  Wine from Our Clean Environment strategic priority.

• Coordinated visiting delegations from China to present trade opportunities for South Australian food 
 and wine businesses.

• Initiated a program to facilitate regional food and wine clusters to drive competitiveness through 
 business cooperation and collaboration.
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Performance Summary: Strategy and Engagement

Organisational Strategy and Development

Goal: We have a zest for lifelong learning.

Target 93: Tertiary education and training.

• Coordinated 31 staff to complete Diploma level qualifications in Project Management;  Government  
 (Management) and Management, through the subsidised Skills in the Workplace  Program. 

• Strengthened agency leadership capacity through the Growing Sustaining Team Leaders Program for 
 seven senior leaders. The Women in Leadership Program was also completed by four PIRSA women.

• Developed a capability framework for managers to assist gap analysis, identify appropriate training 
 options and mentoring opportunities.

Goal: Governments demonstrate strong leadership working with and for the community.

Target 32: Customer and client satisfaction with government services.

• Updated and implemented the organisation’s Performance Management and Development  
 framework including template development and conduct of 15 staff information sessions across the 
 State.

• Implemented a new custom designed agency-wide performance development and training  
 management system called OurDevelopment.

• Coordinated the participation of PIRSA staff in the Public Sector Values workshops.

• Piloted the Change@SouthAustralia High Performing Workplace Index Survey in the Corporate 
 Services and the Office of the Chief Executive divisions.

• Developed a Change@PIRSA program to promote, support and embed a culture of continuous 
 improvement. This program contains strategies for change aimed at delivering optimal organisational 
 performance.

• Project managed a Change@SouthAustralia 90 Day project aimed at streamlining regulation for the 
 South Australian tuna industry.

• Delivered the Workplace Diversity Program to all PIRSA staff to build cultural awareness skills and 
 knowledge.

Strategic Communications and Engagement

Goal: Governments demonstrate strong leadership working with and for the community.

Target 32: Customer and client satisfaction with government services.

• Developed and led a high-level communications plan for the Premium Food and Wine from Our 
 Clean Environment Strategic Priority Project Team including the engagement of food and beverage 
 industry leaders in an Ambassadors Program, a quarterly newsletter, and event managing in  
 partnership with the Premium Food and Wine from Our Clean Environment project team,  
 community dicussions at the iconic Clare Gourmet Weekend and McLaren Vale Sea and Vines 
 festivals. 
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• The unit contributed to the local, national and international promotion and successful staging of a 
 Premium Food and Wine from our Clean Environment showcase of South Australian produce for 
 the visit to Adelaide of their Royal Highnesses, the Prince of Wales and the Duchess of Cornwall.

• Provided communications and media support and event management of a signing ceremony for a 
 high-profile overseas trade delegation from the Fujian Province of China. 

• Developed an Engagement Toolkit to ensure the Government of South Australia’s Better Together 
 principles are embedded into PIRSA’s engagement with industry, communities and people.

• Developed a sponsorship policy for the agency to ensure central coordination of sponsorship  
 requests and approved sponsorships support PIRSA’s strategic directions, and represent value for  
 money in providing marketing opportunities.

• Developed and rolled out new internal communications tools, including The News Weekly, Media Daily 
 and CE Updates to ensure PIRSA’s internal communications remain relevant and accessible across 
 PIRSA and engage staff in key priorities.

• Refreshed the PIRSA brand identity to incorporate the new State brand.

• Provided communications support – both media and advertising – for the annual Fruit Fly  
 Community Awareness Campaign and Biosecurity SA’s operational responses to four fruit fly  
 outbreaks in Adelaide’s north-west suburbs.

• Completed a draft Social Media Policy and Guideline and launched a Twitter presence to promote 
 key events and strategic priorities. The platform gained 500 followers within three months.

• The unit successfully staged the 2013 PIRSA Achievement Awards in conjunction with a Premium 
 Food and Wine from Our Clean Environment food trail to engage staff in the Strategic Priority. 

• The unit was one of the joint recipients of the Excellence in Collaborative Engagement award at the 
 PIRSA Achievement Awards for its promotion and contribution to a series of five Farming Friday  
 exhibitions in Rundle Mall which aimed to promote the contribution of farming to the SA economy 
 to a city audience.

Goal:  We value and support our volunteers and carers.

Target 24:  Volunteering.

• Continued volunteer support for the Royal Society for the Blind Guide Dog service with Strategic 
 Communications and Engagement hosting four puppies: Jasper, Holly, Idan and Isla for short periods.  
 The project assists with PIRSA staff gaining skills on how to interact with assistance animals.

Future Directions 2013-14

Premium Food and Wine from our Clean Environment

• Implement the Action Plan for the Premium Food and Wine from Our Clean Environment   
 Strategic Priority.

• Launch a new website: SA Food and Wine.

• Implement a marketing strategy for South Australian food and wine.
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Performance Summary: Strategy and Engagement

Future Directions 2013-14

Organisational Strategy and Engagement

• Implement the Change@PIRSA program; this will include internal 90 day projects and  
 Women in Leadership Mentoring Program. 

• Create an agency-wide framework for business process improvement, incorporating rollout 
 and training of process mapping software

• Rollout the capability framework across the whole agency

Strategic Communications and Engagement

• Conduct a review of PIRSA’s online presence to ensure a customer-focused marketing  
 platform.

• Continue to leverage communication opportunities to promote South Australia’s Strategic 
 Plan Targets, the Premium Food and Wine from our Clean Environment Strategic Priority, and 
 PIRSA’s Corporate Plan.
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Performance Summary: Major Projects

In March 2013, the Major Projects directorate was formed as a result of Machinery of Government 
changes relating to the finalisation of Murray-Darling Basin Plan negotiations by the Premier’s Murray-
Darling Basin Plan Taskforce. 

A suite of projects identified by the Taskforce that were aimed at supporting the irrigation industry 
to adjust to the challenges of operating under a new plan were transferred to PIRSA as the agency 
responsible for primary industries and regions.

The Major Projects division was formed exclusively to manage final negotiations and implementation 
planning for $265 million of potential Commonwealth-funded projects relating to water reform, to be 
administered by PIRSA.

To ensure South Australia is well placed to leverage opportunities from the proposed South Australian 
River Murray Sustainability Funding Package, as well as other significant water projects, two staff were 
transferred from the Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources to PIRSA in  
recognition of its irrigation industry focus. 

Major Outcomes Achieved 

Environment

We look after our land, rivers and wetlands.

Target 70: Sustainable land management. 

Target 75. Sustainable water use.

• Delivered final Business Case and program proposal documentation to the Commonwealth for the 
 $265 million South Australian River Murray Sustainability (SARMS) program.

Future Directions 2013-14

• To be led by Rural Solutions South Australia, coordinate delivery of the funding package across  
 the agency through utilising its expertise in project management and stakeholder engagement.  
 The funding package includes the $240 million SARMS program and the $25 million Regional   
 Economic Development program.
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Performance Summary: Corporate Services

The Corporate Services Division provides governance and business support services to PIRSA.  The 
provision of these services enables PIRSA to deliver on its commitment to the State Government 
priority of Premium Food and Wine from our Clean Environment and State Strategic Plan.

Services include:

• People Governance and Assets  

 • Business Services -  Including regional support  

 • People and Culture - Human Resources Management

• Financial and Prudential Management services

• Information and Communication Technology (ICT)

The Corporate Services Division also provides selected services to external clients:

• Defence SA – Human resources and ICT

• Department of Manufacturing, Industry Trade and Resources – ICT

• The Motor Sport Board - ICT 

• Department for Environment, Water and Natural Resources - ICT

• Office of State and Local Government Relations and the Urban Renewal Authority - Electronic 
 Document and Records Management System (EDRMS) support

Our corporate governance commitments ensure:

• The health, safety and wellbeing of PIRSA’s workforce, volunteers and others in our workplace  
 through the commitment to continuous improvement of the PIRsafe system and the creation and  
 maintenance of a positive culture towards safety and wellbeing.

• Our financial management system enables divisions to deliver on commitments and strategic  
 priorities and ensures effective monitoring and reporting against budgets.

• Our risk management framework identifies and assesses all material risks and ensures that key  
 risk controls are regularly reviewed and audited for effectiveness and relevance.

• People initiatives are focused on leading, managing and developing staff to achieve agency  
 objectives in an environment where people can learn, develop, excel and achieve.

• A client-oriented organisational culture where client customer service is an integral part of  
 PIRSA’s activities and management philosophy.

• A commitment to advancing reconciliation and creating respectful long-term relationships and  
 opportunities for Aboriginal people through the PIRSA Reconciliation Action Plan.

• Opportunities for women in leadership roles within PIRSA and equal representation on all  
 boards and committees associated with PIRSA.

• Procurement in line with Government requirements.
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Performance Summary: Corporate Services

Major Outcomes Achieved

Information and Communication Technology (ICT)

Goal: Governments demonstrate strong leadership working with and for the community.

Target 32: Customer and client satisfaction with government services.

• Developed an eBusiness portal to enable PIRSA’s customers to manage their own account details 
 and reduce back end business processes.

• Developed an online application to enable PIRSA Fisheries and Aquaculture customers to generate 
 their Quota Balance Statement on a 24-hour basis.

• Migrated from Legacy Web Services to the latest Land Data Services suite for direct access to  
 land administration information.

• Designed and published an information atlas for the Limestone Coast Economic Diversification 
 Forum.

• Provided analytical mapping for a land capability report for the Kangaroo Island Futures Authority.

Finance and Prudential Management

Goal: Governments demonstrate strong leadership working with and for the community.

Target 32: Customer and client satisfaction with government services.

• Implemented improvements to ensure prompt invoice payments as required under Treasurer’s  
 Instruction 11 Payment of Creditors’ Accounts.

• Supported PIRSA’s grants and loan programs under a variety of schemes.

• Assisted on the delivery of regional financial support programs and supported agency operations  
 through the provision of prudential management advice, due diligence reports and financial and  
 administrative support.

• Assisted with the implementation of budget measures approved through previous State Budgets,  
 including the Targeted Voluntary Separation (TVSP) Scheme.

• Commenced the implementation of a consistent Cost Recovery Framework across PIRSA.

People, Governance and Assets – People and Culture

Goal:  All South Australians have job opportunities.

Target 50: People with a disability.

• Continued partnership with Disability SA to recognise training providers in transitioning people  
 with disabilities from trial work placements into long-term funded roles.
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Target 52: Women.

• Continued to improve leadership opportunities for women, with 18% of senior management roles 
 held by women. 

Target 53:  Aboriginal employees.

• Continued to identify opportunities for Aboriginal employment through long-term strategies  
 including the PIRSA Aboriginal Scholarship Program and the development of the Sea Ranger 
 Traineeship Program in partnership with Department of Further Education, Employment, Science 
 and Technology and regional employment providers.

People, Governance & Assets – Business Services

Goal: Governments demonstrate strong leadership working with and for the community.

Target 32: Customer and client satisfaction with Government services.

• Coordinated the major transition to the new whole-of-government vehicle management  
 arrangements in conjunction with LeasePlan. 

• Continued management of PIRSA’s vehicle fleet resulting in a decrease in PIRSA’s Fringe Benefits 
 Tax (FBT) assessment.  For the 2012-13 period, PIRSA’s FBT liability fell by 25% compared to the 
 previous year, while vehicle numbers fell 10% during the same period.

• Implemented the TimeWise time-recording system across 42% of the agency, while planning for the  
 rollout of TimeWise to the whole of PIRSA by June 2014.

• Drafted the PIRSA Environmental Policy following review of the previously endorsed policy,   
 procedure and framework. The purpose is to comply with the Greening of Government  
 Operations (GoGO) Framework and Action Plan, as well as contribute to meeting the South  
 Australian Strategic Plan sustainability targets.

• Re-established a consolidated PIRSA customer service counter in the Adelaide CBD to provide a 
 full range of services to customers.

• Established central coordination and administrative support services and processes to improve 
 PIRSA’s presence and profile in regional areas through Field Day events and other activities.

• Established a Regional Accommodation Strategic Plan to enable improved planning for the delivery 
 of PIRSA services to regional areas.

• Negotiated an improved accommodation lease arrangement for PIRSA to remain at Struan House  
 and continue to provide services to the local community.

• Reviewed and improved the Ministerial Correspondence workflow process, utilising the use of  
 Objective Workflow scripting functionality to automate manual tasks within the process to create  
 efficiencies and increase the integrity of reporting information.

• Implemented an Objective Workflow process to streamline and better manage the process of  
 publishing documents to the PIRSA Intranet. 
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Risk and Integrity

Goal: We actively participate in shaping the future of our State.

Target 30: Increase the number of women on all State Government boards and committees to 50% 
on average by 2014, and maintain thereafter by ensuring that 50% of women are appointed, on  
average, each quarter.

• Appointed two female independent members to the PIRSA Audit and Risk Management  
 Committee in positions of Chair and Deputy Chair.

Future Directions 2013-14

Information and Communication Technology

• Undertake a review of PIRSA’s online services, to ensure a customer focused marketing  
 platform.

• Migrate relevant internet content to the whole-of-government website ‘Ask Just Once’ as  
 appropriate.

• Continue to develop online applications to enable PIRSA customers to conduct a range  
 of transactional services via the internet.

• Release new products and services including more spatial data under Creative Commons 
 licensing and engage new customers for the Spatial Data Sharing Infrastructure.

• Undertake a joint review of PIRSA and DMITRE ICT service provision and capabilities  
 to achieve optimal service delivery cost efficiencies.

• Align ICT platforms to enhance delivery of business plans and reporting capacity. 

Finance and Prudential Management

• Continue the implementation of PIRSA’s Protective Security Management Framework, in 
 support of the Australian Government’s Protective Security Policy Framework, addressing the 
 minimum security requirements for government assets – providing a safe work environment 
 for staff and adding value to the agency’s relationship with its clients.

• Continue to drive efficiencies and implement budget measures approved through previous 
 State Budgets.

People, Governance and Assets

• Implement the PIRSA First strategy, aimed at effective assignment and mobilisation of excess   
 staff.

• Complete implementation of the TimeWise time-reporting system across PIRSA.
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Future Directions 2013-14

• Implement PIRSA’s Environmental Policy across the agency.

• Review the existing vehicle policies and procedures to reflect changes in the Work Health and  
 Safety Act 2012 relating to remote and isolated work.

• Continue strategic management of PIRSA’s accommodation requirements to maximise savings  
 opportunities and delivery of core services to the public.

• Improve energy efficiency in PIRSA accommodation by undertaking energy and air  
 conditioning audits and rationalising appliances.

• Develop and establish an Asbestos Management Plan.

Risk and Integrity

• Establish an integrated Internal Audit Program for all business operations across PIRSA.

• Identify risk, emergency planning, fraud and integrity training requirements and delivery  
 options for staff across PIRSA.

• Review and implement the Business Continuity Framework which is integrated with  
 Emergency Planning and Work Health Safety legislated requirements.
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Management of Human Resources

Reporting against the Carers’ Recognition Act 2005

Although PIRSA is not a ‘reporting agency’ as defined in the Act, efforts continue to be directed towards 
ensuring employees who have caring responsibilities are able to access suitable supports. In this regard, 
PIRSA continues to operate its Carers Policy which sets out the range of support available to carers. 
PIRSA has been a recipient of the SA Carers Recognition Awards and was highly commended for 
‘Outstanding initiative for carers as employees by a Government Agency’. In recognition of the awards, 
PIRSA continues to support its employees providing ongoing care which is evident in the 14% rise in the 
amount of carers leave taken in the year 2012-13.

Disability Action Plan

PIRSA recognises the rights of people with disabilities and promotes recognition and acceptance  
within PIRSA of the principle that people with disabilities should have the same opportunities as other 
community members to access and participate in all facets of community life. PIRSA’s third Disability  
Action Plan continues to focus the department on ongoing strategies which represent PIRSA’s response 
to the whole-of-government Promoting Independence Strategy.

Whistleblower Protection Act 1993

In the last financial year, no disclosures were made under the Whistleblower’s Protection Act 1993.  PIRSA’s 
Whistleblowers Policy undergoes annual review for currency and accuracy.
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Management of Human Resources

 Employee numbers, gender and status 

 Total number of employees

 Persons    973

 FTEs    867.4

 Gender   % persons   % FTEs 
 Male       56.4      59.7

 Female       43.6      40.4

 Number of persons during the 2012-13 financial year

 Separated from the agency     244

 Recruited to the agency     194

     

 

 Number of persons at 30 June 2013

 On leave without pay     27

  Number of employees by salary bracket 

 Salary Bracket   Male   Female  Total

 $0 - $53 199      94      85     179

 $53 200 - $67 699    127    140     267

 $67 700 - $85 599    190    140     330

 $86 600 - $109 299    109      53     162

 $109 300+       29        6       35

 TOTAL    549   424    973
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Management of Human Resources

Status of employees in current position

FTEs        Ongoing Short-term contract Long-term contract Other (casual)     Total

Male      290.9      35     173.7           17.8     517.4

Female       185.5   46.6     100.2           17.7     350.0

TOTAL     476.4  81.6   273.9         35.5   867.4

PERSONS     Ongoing Short-term contract Long-term contract Other (casual)     Total

Male          296      38       177             38       549

Female                  209      54       114             47        424

TOTAL        505     92       291            85       973

Executives by gender, classification and status   

    Leave Management

    Average days’ leave per full-time equivalent employee

 Leave type              2009-10  2010-11 2011-12     2012-13

 Sick leave        6.7     6.3      6.7          6.4

 Family carer’s leave           0.9     0.9      0.9          1.1

 Miscellaneous special leave          0.4     0.5      0.5          0.5

Classification

EXEC0F

SAES1

SAES2

TOTAL

Ongoing Term Tenured Term Untenured Other (Casual) Total

Male

0

0

0

0

Male

0

0

0

0

Male

   1

 14

   7

22

Male

0

0

0

0

Female

0

0

0

0

Female

0

0

0

0

Female

0

2

1

3

Female

0

0

0

0

Male

   1

 14

  7

22

%

  4

 56

 28

88

Female

0

2

1

3

%

  0

  8

  4

12

Total

   1

 16

  8

25

Note:  Every executive classification used in the agency should appear in a separate row.
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Management of Human Resources

Workforce Diversity

Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander (ATSI) employees 

Number of employees by age bracket and gender 

Cultural and linguistic diversity 

Salary bracket

$0 - $53 199

$53 200 - $67 699

$67 700 - $86 599

$86 600 - $109 299

$109 300+

TOTAL

Age bracket

15-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

55-59

60-64

65+

TOTAL

Age bracket

Number of employees 
born overseas

Number of employees who 
speak language(s) other 
than English at home

Male

67

33

Female

76

37

Total

143

  70

% of agency

14.7

7.19

% SA community*

 22.1

14.4

Aboriginal Employees

2

3

0

0

0

5

Male

     2

   10

   36

   47

   70

   67

   66

 102

   85

   41

   23

549

Female

    0

   14

   34

  67

   73

   53

  50

  60

   51

   17

    5

424

Total

    2

   24

   70

 114

 143

 120

 116

 162

 136

   58

   28

973

% of total

  0.2

  2.5

  7.2

11.7

14.7

 12.3

11.9

16.6

14.0

  6.0

  2.9

100

% 2013 Workforce benchmark

  6.2

  9.7

10.9

  9.8

 10.1

11.8

11.2

11.3

  9.0

   6.1

  3.7

100

Total Employees

 179

 267

 330

 162

   35

973

% Aboriginal Employees

 1.1

 1.1

   0

   0

   0

0.5

%Target*

2

2

2

2

2

2

* Target from SASP.

* Source:  Australian Bureau of Statistics Australian Demographic Statistics, 6291.0.55.001 Labour Force Status (ST LM8) by 
sex, age, state, marital status – employed – total from Feb78 Supertable, South Australia at Feb 2013.

* Benchmarks from ABS Publication Basic Community Profile (SA) Cat No 2001.0,2011 census.
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Total number of employees with disabilities  
(according to Commonwealth DDA definition) 

Types of disabilities 

Voluntary Flexible Working Arrangements

Male   Female  Total         % of agency

   8        6      14                1.4

Arrangement

Purchased Leave

Flexitime

Compressed Weeks

Part-time

Job Share

Working from Home

Disability

Disability requiring workplace adaptation

Physical

Intellectual

Sensory

Psychological/Psychiatric

Male

    2

 414

  10

  62

    0

   15

Male

8

0

0

 1

0

Female

    1

337

    6

169

    4

  13

Female

6

2

0

0

0

Total

14

  2

  0

   1

  0

Total

   3

 751

 16

 231

   4

 28

% of Agency

1.4

0.2

   0

 0.1

   0

Note:  Employees may be undertaking more than one type of Flexible Working Arrangement at the same time.  In this way, the 
total is unlikely to add to 100%
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Management of Human Resources

Performance Development 
Documented review of individual performance management 

Leadership and Management Development 
Training expenditure 

Accredited Training Packages 

Employees with …                 % of total workforce

A review within the past 12 months                          78

A review older than 12 months                          11 

No review                             11

Training and development Total cost      % of total salary  
           expenditure

Total training and development expenditure $3 005 661                   3.59

Total leadership and management $1 248 054                   1.49
development expenditure

Classification

ASO1
ASO2
ASO3
ASO4
ASO5
ASO6
ASO7
ASO8
GSE5
MAS2
MAS3
OPS1
OPS2
GSE1

No. of accredited 
training packages

0
2
2
3
2
6
5
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

Classification

OPS3
OPS4
OPS5
OPS6
PO1
PO2
PO3
PO4
PO5
SAE

TGO0
TGO2
TGO4

No. of accredited 
training packages

1
2
0
0
7
6
7
1
0
0
0
0
2
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Work Health and Safety  
and Injury Management

PIRSA continues to demonstrate sustained improvement in its injury management performance with low 
numbers of claims and a successful return to work program despite undergoing significant organisational 
change during 2012–13.

The PIRSA Work, Health and Safety Strategic Priorities 2013-14 were developed during the financial year 
to further focus PIRSA’s Work Health and Safety program. The plan highlights PIRSA’s collective key safety 
concerns expressed as priorities, outcomes and Key Performance Indicators and recognises the need for 
continuous improvement.  A key element of this plan is the introduction of Site Safety Management Plans 
across all PIRSA worksites.

PIRSA’s Work Health & Safety Governance Committee was established to provide a platform from which 
both senior management and employees can work collaboratively to effectively address health, safety and 
welfare and injury management matters arising in PIRSA.

More than 900 attendances have been recorded for participation in PIRSA’s Work Health & Safety training 
program during 2012-13.

The Employee Assistance Program has continued to experience significant positive use amongst employees. 
In addition to a confidential counselling service for employees the program offers a Manager Assistance 
Program and an ‘eapdirect’ website with more than 850 wellbeing articles.
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Work Health and Safety  
and Injury Management

Table 1: Work Health and Safety Prosecutions, Notices and  
Corrective Action taken 

Table 2:  Agency gross workers compensation expenditure* for  
2012-13 compared with 2011-12 

Number of notifiable incidents pursuant to WHS Act Part 3

Number of notices served pursuant to WHS Act Section 90, Section 191 and 
Section 195 (Provisional improvement, improvement and prohibition notices) 

Expenditure

Income Maintenance
Lump Sum Settlements Redemptions –  
Sect. 42
Lump Sum Settlements Permanent  
Disability – Sect. 43
Medical/Hospital Costs combined
Other
Total Claims Expenditure

0

0

% Change
+(-)

(27)
407

19

3
74
74

Variation
($m) + (-)

(0.045)
0.321

0.009

0.002
0.030

0.317

2011-12
($m)

0.169
0.079

0.045

0.093
0.041

0.427

2012-13
($m)

0.124
0.400

0.054

0.095
0.071

0.744

* before third party recoveries
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Work Health and Safety  
and Injury Management

Table 3:  Meeting Safety Performance Targets* 

1: Workplace Fatalities

2: New Workplace Injury Claims

3: New Workplace Injury Claims  
 Frequency Rate

4: Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate

5: New Psychological Injury Claims 
 Frequency Rate

6: Rehabilitation and Return to Work:

6a Early Assessment within  
 2 days

6b Early Intervention within  
 5 days

6c LTI have 10 business days  
 or less lost time

7: Claim Determination:

7a New claims not yet determined, 
 assessed for provisional liability 
 in 7 days

7b Claims determined in 10 business  
 days

7c Claims still to be determined after  
 3 months

8: Income Maintenance Payments for  
 Recent Injuries ($000’s):

 2010-11 Injuries (at 24 months  
 development)

 2011-12 Injuries (at 12 months  
 development)

Number 
or %

0

28

14.7

6.3

1.0

75%

100%

71.4%

14.2%

82.1%

3.6%

Base  
2009-2010

Performance: 12 months  
to end of June 2013

Final Target

Actual

0

33

16.9

6.7

1.1

63.6%

100%

60%

42.9%

87.5%

6.3%

102.4 

55.3

Notional  
quarterly target

0

24

12.5

5.4

0.9

80%

90%

60%

100%

75%

3.0%

  153.7

 63.5

Variation

0

9

4.4

1.3

0.2

-16.4%

10%

0%

-57.1%

12.5%

3.3%

(51.3)

(8.2)

Number or %

0

21

11.1

4.7

0.8

80%

90%

60%

100%

75%

3%

* Information available from the Self Insurance Management System (SIMS) (SIPS target report)

Below previous 
2 years average

Below previous 
2 years average
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Practising Sustainability

PIRSA is committed to ecologically sustainable development and recognises the South Australian 
Community as a key stakeholder.  PIRSA has an important role in informing industry and the  
community about environmental standards and practices, plus a role in environment protection 
and remediation to ensure sustainable development.

PIRSA also recognises the challenges of climate change and has developed a PIRSA Climate Change 
Management Framework with the following objectives:

• Science: To deal with uncertainty, identify climate change effects and implications, encourage 
 collaborative research, and to inform decision-making policy and processes, 

• Adaptation: To support primary producers to plan for production, withdrawal or relocation  
 under changing and variable climatic conditions, 

• Mitigation: To improve the impact of primary related industries on climate change, to reduce 
 reliance on fossil fuels and minimise waste, 

• Innovation: To realise new potential for wealth creation and a sustainable environment, and 
 to create new best practice technologies, and 

• Communication: To improve understanding of the obligations, risks and opportunities as 
 well as influencing State, national and international approaches.

PIRSA’s role in relation to climate change is therefore to facilitate:

• informed decision-making by government and private sectors,

• effective responses to regional issues 

• adjustment, adaptation, mitigation and innovation processes 

• appropriate, effective and efficient policy response frameworks.

The agency continues to demonstrate its commitment to the environment by participating in  
beneficial internal greening initiatives including:

• The recycling of media items including CDs/DVDs and their associated plastic cases.

• The recycling of mobile phones and accessories through MobileMuster.

• Recycling of toner cartridges through Planet Ark.

• Recycling of primary batteries; non-rechargeable, common alkaline batteries such as Duracell 
 and Energiser brands and secondary batteries (rechargeable).
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Practising Sustainability

The agency continues to focus on reducing its vehicle fleet, with PIRSA consequently making  
significant improvements in the reduction of its greenhouse gas emissions in this area.  The average  
greenhouse gas (CO2) emission for 2012-13 was 255gm/Km, a 4.6% reduction based on 2009-10 
levels.

Vehicles by category:

Vehicles by fuel type:

30 June 2013

    26

    16

     13

    22

  107

    23

  207

30 June 2013

     51

      2

      2

  152

      0

  207

255.0

30 June 2012

     36

     24

     14

     26

   112

     21

  233

30 June 2012

     67

       4

       2

   158

       2

   233

2 59.0

30 June 2011

    52

    34

    16

    35

   124

    28

  289

30 June 2011

    97

     13

       7

   168

      4

  289

 257.3 

30 June 2010

   63

   58

   22

   38

 133

   36

350

30 June 2010

 128

   19

     8

 187

     8

 350

267.3

Four cylinder passenger

Six cylinder passenger

Prestige

SUV

Light Commercial

Large 4WD

TOTAL

Unleaded

Combined

LPG

Diesel

Hybrid

TOTAL

Greenhouse Emissions (gm/Km)
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a. Base year figures and portfolio targets have been adjusted for Machinery of Government changes.

b. Base year business measures are based on information of sites occupied in the base year and are measured by square 
 metres (m2) and full-time employees (FTE’s)

c. Figures are based on data available as at 9 August 2013. Due to billing cycles for different sites and availability of  
 information, some sites’ consumption has been estimated based on previous years’ consumption.

d. Green House Gas emissions (GHG) have been calculated using the estimated South Australian conversion factors  
 specified in the National Greenhouse Accounts Factors July 2012 – Department of Climate Change and Energy.

e. The portfolio target (2014) meets the Government’s undertaking of a 25% reduction in energy use in government  
 buildings by 2014.

f. Slightly higher GHG emissions due  to a plant operating at Waite resulting in a higher use of natural gas contributing  
 to the higher emission output.

g. Based on number of employees as at 30 June.

Significant Energy Management Achievements  
• Electricity usage has reduced to some extent due to the closure of several sites and the  
 consolidation of staff continues to contribute to energy savings across PIRSA’s portfolio.

• Significant consolidation of CBD tenancy refrigeration and photocopier fleet, and replacement 
 with new energy efficient units.

Energy consumption in buildings

(leased/owned)

2000-01 (base year) a

2000-01 (base year) business measures c

2012-13 b

2012-13 business measures c

Final Portfolio Target (2014)

Energy Use

(GJ)

67 261

59 GJ/FTE

0.96 GJ/SQM

61 657

63.37 GJ/FTE

1.01 GJ/SQM

50 446 e

GHG  
Emissions

8 158

7.16 GHG/FTE

0.12 GHG/FTE

8 190 f

8.42 GHG/FTE

0.13 GHG/SQM

Business  
Measure

1 140 g

72 066 SQM

973 g

61006 SQM

Energy Efficiency Action Plan Report

Performance against Annual Energy Targets

The table below summarises PIRSA’s energy expenditure, consumption and greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions for 2012-13 against the base year or 2000-01 and portfolio targets.
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APPENDIX 1
PIRSA Ministerial Responsibilities

The principal legislation for which PIRSA has administrative responsibility in 2012-13, through the 
Minister for Agriculture, Food and Fisheries, Minister for Sustainability, Environment and Conservation, 
Minister for Forests, and the Minister for Regional Development is listed below. In some instances 
these Acts are supported by Regulations, Notices and Indentures or Directions.

Agriculture, food and fisheries
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (South Australia) Act 1994
Agricultural and Veterinary Products (Control of Use) Act 2002
Aquaculture Act 2001
Biological Control Act 1986
Brands Act 1933
Citrus Industry Act 2005
Fisheries Management Act 2007
Genetically Modified Crops Management Act 2004
Impounding Act 1920
Livestock Act 1997
Phylloxera and Grape Industry Act 1995
Plant Health Act 2009
Primary Industry Funding Schemes Act 1998
Primary Produce (Food Safety Schemes) Act 2004
Primary Producers Emergency Assistance Act 1967
Rural Industry Adjustment and Development Act 1985
South Australian Meat Corporation Act 1936
South Australian Meat Corporation (Sale of Assets) Act 1996
Veterinary Practice Act 2003
Wheat Marketing Act 1989
Wine Grapes Industry Act 1991

Sustainability, environment and conservation
Dog Fence Act 1946

Forests
Forest Property Act 2000
Local Government (Forestry Reserves) Act 1944
Penola Pulp Mill Authorisation Act 2007
Forestry Act 1950
South Australian Forestry Corporation Act 2000

Regional development 
Nil
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Other Acts
In addition, PIRSA has limited administrative functions under the following Acts that are committed to 
other Ministers.

Development Act 1993
Disability Discrimination Act 1982
Environment Protection Act 1936
Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cwlth)
Equal Opportunity Act 1984
Explosives Act 1936
Fair Work Act 2009
Fire and Emergency Services Act 2005
Fisheries Act 1995 (Vic)
Fisheries Management Act 1994 (NSW)
Fisheries Management Act 1991 (Cwlth)
Fish Resources Management Act 1994 (WA)
Harbours and Navigation Act 1993
Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976 (Cwlth)
Historic Shipwrecks Act 1981
Marine Parks Act 2007
National Parks and Wildlife Act 1972
Native Vegetation Act 2003
Natural Resource Management Act 2004
Occupational Health and Welfare Act 1986
Petroleum Products Regulation Act 1995
Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act 1967 (Cwlth)
Public Finance and Audit Act 1987
Radiation and Protection and Control Act 1982
River Murray Act 2003
Workers Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1986

LEGISLATIVE CHANGES

Acts repealed
None

Acts whose repeal received assent from Parliament during 2012–13 but were not 
proclaimed by 30 June 2013
Wheat Marketing Act 1989

Acts passed, proclaimed or amended during 2012–13
Aquaculture (Miscellaneous) Amendment Bill
Livestock (Miscellaneous) Amendment Bill
Citrus Industry (Winding Up) Amendment

Bills introduced into Parliament in 2012–13 but not passed
Parliamentary Committees (Functions of Environment, Resources and Development Committee) Amendment
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Expired
None

Administered items
PIRSA administers, but does not control, the following items on behalf of the Australian Government, 
Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries, Minister for Sustainability, Environment and Conservation, 
Minister for Forests, and the Minister for Regional Development. These items are not recorded in 
the agency’s controlled operating statement or statement of financial position as the agency does not 
have any discretion to deploy the resources for achievement of its own objectives.

Adelaide Hills Wine Industry Fund
Apiary Industry Fund
Aquaculture Lease Rehabilitation Fund
Aquaculture Resource Management Fund
Barossa Wine Industry Fund
Cattle Industry Fund
Citrus Growers Fund
Clare Valley Wine Industry Fund
Deer Industry Fund
Dog Fence Board
Egg Industry Deregulation Fund
Eyre Peninsula Grain Growers Rail Fund
Fisheries Research and Development Fund
ForestrySA Community Service Obligation
Grains Industry Fund
Grains Industry Levy
Langhorne Creek Wine Industry Fund
McLaren Vale Wine Industry Fund
Minister’s salary and allowances
Olive Industry Fund
Pig Industry Fund
Riverland Wine Industry Fund
Rock Lobster Fishing Industry Fund
SA Grape Growers Industry Fund
Samcor Fund Administration
Seed Levies Fund
Sheep Industry Fund
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AUTHORITIES

Statutory
Statutory authorities associated with primary industries and regional development and within the 
Ministers’ areas of responsibility are listed below. PIRSA provides relevant advice and assistance to 
these. 

Agriculture, food and fisheries
Aquaculture Advisory Committee
Aquaculture Tenure Allocation Board
Dairy Authority of South Australia
Fisheries Council of South Australia
Meat Food Safety Advisory Committee
Phylloxera and Grape Industry Board of SA Selection Committee
Phylloxera and Grape Industry Board of South Australia
Pig and Poultry Production Institute Advisory Board
Rock Lobster Fish Management Advisory Board
South Australian Alpaca Advisory Group
South Australian Apiary Industry Advisory Group
South Australian Cattle Advisory Group
South Australian Citrus Industry Development Board
South Australian Citrus Industry Development Board Selection Committee
South Australian Deer Advisory Group
South Australian Goat Advisory Group
South Australian Horse Industry Advisory Group
South Australian Pig Industry Advisory Group
South Australian Sheep Advisory Group
South Australian Wine Industry Council
Veterinary Surgeons Board of South Australia

Sustainability, environment and conservation
Central Local Dog Fence Board
Dog Fence Board
Fowlers Bay Dog Fence Board
Frome Local Dog Fence Board
Marree Local Dog Fence Board
Penong Local Dog Fence Board
Pureba Local Dog Fence Board

Other Authorities
There are many non-statutory authorities on which PIRSA is represented. Significant bodies 
are discussed in the ‘Performance review’ section (for example, Premier’s Food Council and the 
Agribusiness Council).
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APPENDIX 2
Consultancies

Consultant Summary of services

Value below $10 000

Agvestra Review of Seed Services Australia

Insight Outlook Consulting Pty Ltd Independent assessment – Accreditation program for the  
 premium and clean food platform.

Insight Outlook Consulting Pty Ltd Strategic Planning and Advice – Clean and Green Foods

Hudson Howells Strategy Development

Insight Outlook Consulting Pty Ltd Food and Wine Scorecard

Bastian Partners Consulting Trust Strategic Advice

Value $10 000 - $50 000

BDO Adelaide PIRSA and Department for Manufacturing, Infrastructure,   
 Trade, Resources and Energy, Information and  
 Communications Technology review

Thalassa Consulting Review of the Gulf of St Vincent Prawn Fishery Management  
 Framework

PKF Business Advisers Pty Ltd E-business cost benefit analysis review

Property and Advisory Pty Ltd Strategic review of regional offices

Gary Morgan Consulting Review of the Gulf of St Vincent Prawn Fishery Management  
 Framework

During 2012-13, 15 consultancies were engaged for a total expenditure of $347 394.  These are 
grouped as follows:

Consultancies below $10 000 
Six consultancies costing below $10 000 were engaged for a total expenditure of $29 266.

Consultancies between $10 000 and $50 000 
Seven consultancies costing between $10 000 and $50 000 were engaged for a total expenditure of 
$155 172.

The consulting firms that were engaged and a brief summary of the services for which they were  
engaged are listed in the table below:
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Value above $50 000

Insight Outlook Consulting Pty Ltd Agrifood and Wine Strategy

Insight Outlook Consulting Pty Ltd Development of PIRSA Strategic Plan

D R Mutton Review of animal biosecurity

Hudson Howells Food and Wine Strategy Survey

Consultancies above $50 000 
Two consultancies costing above $50 000 were engaged for a total expenditure of $162 956.

The consulting firms that were engaged and a brief summary of the services for which they were  
engaged are listed below:
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APPENDIX 3
Overseas Travel

Overseas travel by PIRSA employees for the period 1 July 2012 to 30 June 2013 is summarised  
below.  In 2012-13, 49 overseas visits were made by PIRSA employees, for a total agency cost of 
$215 531.

1

1

1

1

1

1 PIRSA’s financial support for overseas visits varied from full payment (salary plus on-costs, fares, necessary living expenses, registration 
fees etc) to nil. In the latter instance there are generally two categories.  All costs, including salary, are either externally funded or the 
monies are recouped through charging consultancy fees. 

EMPLOYEES DESTINATION PURPOSE AGENCY COST1

Agribusiness & Regions

Biosecurity SA

$7 808

$9 435

$14 487

$9 291

$41 021

Nil

China

China; 
Hong Kong

China; 
Hong 
Kong;  
Singapore

Italy

Austria; 
Greece; 
Italy;  
Portugal

Met with potential importers and distributors to identify 
China-based partner to import and distribute Southern  
Bluefin Tuna from South Australia.

Accompanied the South Australian Minister of Agriculture, 
Food and Fisheries who led and supported the Food SA trade 
delegation. Launched the SA Food users guide. Maintained the 
momentum behind the Memorandum of Understanding with 
the objective to further strengthen the relationship with the 
Chinese Government.

Supported the Premier who led an agribusiness delegation 
with a focus on developing trade and investment  
opportunities and creating direct linkages between the  
Chinese Government and South Australia. Met with the  
Senior Investment Commissioner and a Singapore state 
owned trade enterprise to further explore trade and  
investment opportunities.

Participated as the representative of the Primary Industries 
Standing Committee in the Australian delegation at the  
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization  
Ministerial Conference.

 Subtotal

Attended the 4th World Lagomorph Conference and  
presented information on the changes that have taken place  
in the Rabbit Haemorrhagic Disease Virus genome since its  
release in Australia. Visited research laboratories and  
presented at workshops with collaborative scientists.
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1

3

1

1

1

1

1

EMPLOYEES DESTINATION PURPOSE AGENCY COST1

Biosecurity SA

Office of the Chief Executive

$7 450

$13 215

$4 827

$7 842

$33 334

$18 257

$34 563

$23 216

France; 
Italy; Spain

Nepal

Nepal

South 
Korea

China

United 
States of 
America

China

China: 
Hong 
Kong;  
Singapore

Attended the 61st International Wildlife Disease Association  
& 10th Biennial European Wildlife Disease Association  
Conference and met with international rabbit disease experts 
at research institutes.

Participated in Foot and Mouth training to recognise the  
disease by examining animals with lesions, discussed control 
and management methods. Also prepared a report for both 
the local veterinarians and Primary Industries and Regions SA.

Participated in Foot and Mouth Disease projects and  
experienced incidents in a range of livestock and varying field 
conditions. Trained in recognition of Foot and Mouth Disease, 
sampling, testing and control (including vaccinations).

Attended the 15th International Conference on Harmful Algal 
Blooms for Shellfish. The conference provided a scientific 
forum for experts, researchers and regulatory agencies to 
discuss and review the latest science around harmful algal 
blooms.

 Subtotal

Travelled with Minister of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries and 
confirmed South Australia’s strong interest in exporting its 
premium food and beverage, along with optimising food safety, 
nutrition and applied food science technologies.

Attended G’day USA as representative of the South Australian 
Government and hosted guests at several G’Day USA events 
and gala dinners.

Met with Fujian Provincial Government officers and the  
China-Australia Entrepreneurs Association to finalise  
negotiations for Primary Industries and Regions South  
Australia to have a presence in Fujian.

Travelled with the Premier who led the agribusiness  
delegation aimed at enhancing South Australia’s engagement 
with China and building government to government relations 
to collaboratively address trade, export and food safety issues. 
Also a number of events highlighting our State’s outstanding 
premium produce.
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

EMPLOYEES DESTINATION PURPOSE AGENCY COST1

Office of the Chief Executive

Fisheries & Aquaculture

Rural Solutions SA

South Australian Research and Development Institute (SARDI)
SARDI: Aquatic Sciences

$17 837

$93 873

$12 249

$5 137

$17 386

Nil

Nil

Nil 

Nil

Nil

Nil

$0

Nil

China

Canada

Japan

Jordan: 
Oman

Jordan

Jordan: 
Saudi  
Arabia

Kurdistan

Indonesia

Travelled with the agribusiness delegation aimed at enhancing 
South Australia’s engagement with China and building  
government to government relations to collaboratively  
address trade, export and food safety issues. 

 Subtotal

Attended the Aquaculture Canada 2013 “Farming our Waters: 
Agrifood Innovations”. Met with officials on fisheries and 
aquaculture management policy issues.

Attended the 19th meeting of the Commission for the 
Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna. Visited a number of 
research facilities to further understand tuna propagation  
and fisheries management issues for Japanese commercial 
fisheries.

 Subtotal

Commercial In Confidence. Completed contract obligations 
for AusAID contract agreement 53752.

Commercial in Confidence agreement between Rural  
Solutions SA and Oman Ministry of Agriculture.

Commercial In Confidence. Completed contract obligations 
for AusAID contract agreement 53752.

Commercial In Confidence. Delivered contracted milestone 
activities, Phase Six, Milestone 26 – ongoing project review 
and training meeting in Jordan.

Delivered contracted Phase Two activities in Saudi Arabia.

Commercial in Confidence. Complete contact obligations for 
AusAID contract agreement.

 Subtotal

Attended the 21st International Seaweed Symposium and 
presented a paper on investigation of the potential for South 
Australian species to be used in integrated multi-tropic 
aquaculture. Seaweed farming techniques outlined on growing 
seaweeds alongside marine finfish to take up excess nutrients. 
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

EMPLOYEES DESTINATION PURPOSE AGENCY COST1

SARDI: Aquatic Sciences

SARDI: Innovative Food & Plants

SARDI: Livestock & Farming Systems

$1 662

$2 042

Nil

$1 820

$1 712

Nil

$2 000

$5 006

Spain

USA

Canada; 
USA

Canada

Canada

Cambodia

Germany

India

Attended the Neobiota 2012 Conference and presented  
results from the SARDI Research into Marine Pests “Next  
Generation Sequencing for Aquatic Invasive Species”.

Attended the Society for Marine Mammalogy Annual Board 
Meeting held at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric  
Administration South West Fishery Centre.

Presented a poster at the 2012 7th Canadian Barley  
Symposium. The presentation titled “The potential for  
NDVI as a fertiliser management tool for Australian barley 
(Hordeum vulgare) cultivars and farming systems”.  A training 
tour of barley and durum farming systems and visited world 
leading growers, researchers and advisors.

Attended the International Congress on Animal Reproduction 
2012 and met with international colleagues to plan  
collaborations targeting international funding initiatives.

Presented a paper at the Sow Breeding and Management 
Workshop on Developing easy-to-manage mating protocols during 
lactation in sows. 

Commercial in Confidence. Completed contact obligations for 
AusAID contract agreement. 

Involved in training, delivery and mentoring of Iraqi scientists 
associated with the Sheep Reproductive Technology  
component of the AusAID funded “On The Ground” projects.

Attended the International Embryo Transfer Society’s Annual 
Conference and presented research results on the use of  
synthetic mRNA to reprogram somatic cells to pluripotency 
and chaired a session on Biotechnology.

Visited research collaborator for a technology transfer  
session. Met with officials from the State Government of Uttar 
Pradesh to develop collaborative research projects in assisted 
reproductive techniques in livestock.
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

EMPLOYEES DESTINATION PURPOSE AGENCY COST1

SARDI: Livestock & Farming Systems

SARDI: Sustainable Systems

Nil

$1 425

$2 784

Nil

Nil

$2 913

Nil

$718

Indonesia

Poland

Poland

Solomon 
Islands

USA

Brazil

Cambodia

Canada

Participated in the annual review meeting of an ongoing  
Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research 
funded project “Improvement and sustainability of the sweet 
potato-pig production systems to support livelihoods in  
Highland Papua and West Papua, Indonesia”. Developed  
options in Indonesia to diversify the smallholder production 
system and an improved system of managing local poultry in 
Papua and West Papua.

Presented an invited paper How does nutrition influence luteal 
function and embryo survival? at the 9th International  
Conference for Pig Reproduction.

Attended the 9th International Conference for Pig  
Reproduction and presented a poster “Short term oral  
progestagen treatment prior and intermittent suckling does 
not improve follicle development in mating during lactation 
regimes for primiparous sows”.

Undertook an adoption and evaluation study of the benefits 
to Solomon Island farmers of a previously completed SARDI 
project “Feeding village poultry in the Solomon Islands”.

Attended the North American Alfalfa Improvement  
Conference as an invited speaker. Presentation made on  
recent advances in developing lucerne (alfalfa) tolerant to 
acidic soils. Met with representatives from the Noble  
Foundation, with the aim of developing a collaborative project 
to further improve the tolerance of lucerne and its rhizobia 
to acidic soils.

Attended the 6th International Crop Science Conference  
and delivered the keynote address.

Conducted a mid-term assessment of the Australian Centre for 
International Agricultural Research project on climate change 
adaptation and provided advice on planned future activities.

Attended the second meeting of the Canadian Science  
Advisory Board for research on pulse crops funded by  
Agriculture and Agrifood Canada.  Reviewed the summary  
of research progress and providied advice to enhance the  
attainment of the research goals and objectives.  Also  
attended the Canadian Pulse Research Workshop.
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

EMPLOYEES DESTINATION PURPOSE AGENCY COST1

SARDI: Sustainable Systems

Nil
 

$3 000

Nil

$2 585

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

China

China

Czech 
Republic

Germany

India

India

India;  
Philippines

Philippines

Attended and presented two seminars at the “Nutrition for 
efficient pig and poultry productions” meetings. Presentation 
title “Gut microbes of broiler chickens and their relationship 
to feed utilisation and performance”.

Met to interchange experimental methods and perspectives 
on water use efficiency and agronomic management of grain 
crops. Initiated two collaborative research projects to  
investigate: “Variety responses to supply of water and  
nutrients” and “Influence of crop management on wheat water 
use efficiency”.

Participated in a short course on “Advanced modelling of  
water flow and contaminant transport in porous media using 
the HYDRUS and HP1 software packages”. Presented a paper 
on “Hydrus Software Applications to Subsurface Flow and  
Contaminant Transport Problems”. Provided an opportunity to 
discuss the issues related to salinity and solute transport 
under high efficiency irrigation systems adopted in South 
Australia.

Attended the 17th International Reinhardsbrunn Symposium 
on Modern Fungicides and Antifungal Compounds.  
Presentations of the latest research findings in this field.

Attended the first scientific meeting of Australian and Indian 
colleagues of the Genomic Approaches for Stress Tolerant 
Chickpea project. Coordinated the different aspects of the 
whole project including sets of germplasm to be tested and 
experimental approaches.

Liaised with research teams at the International Crop  
Research Institute for the Semiarid Tropics on pulse drought 
adaption field experiments and verified that the experimental 
protocols had been correctly interpreted. Assisted in technical 
details of field work and trained local staff in the utilisation of 
monitoring equipment.

Ran a workshop on climate risk and decision makers with 
project partners as part of contracted project run by  
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research  
Organisation climate adaption flagship.

Developed a project for the Australian Centre for  
International Agricultural Research on managing climate risk 
for small holder farmers in the Philippines.
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1

1

1

EMPLOYEES DESTINATION PURPOSE AGENCY COST1

SARDI: Sustainable Systems

$2 250

Nil

Nil

$29 917

$215 531

Russia

Spain

USA

Participated in the Commission for Agricultural Meteorology 
Expert Team on Software Resources for Operational  
Applications in Agrometeorology. Attended the International 
Conference on Providing Agrometeorological Information to 
Support Agriculture.

Attended the 2012 International Citrus Congress, which  
included a pre-congress tour to Murcia and Andalucia.  
Presented results of work in the National Postharvest Science 
Program, for which SARDI is the lead agency.

Attended the National Allium Research Conference and met 
with researchers working on onion diseases that are also 
found in South Australia. Presented a poster on SARDI  
research.

 Subtotal

 TOTAL
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APPENDIX 4
Freedom of Information

PIRSA publishes a FOI Statement under Section 9 of the Freedom of Information Act 1991 on its website.  
It is available at http://www.pir.sa.gov.au/pirsa/about_pirsa/governance/freedom_of_information
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APPENDIX 5
Statement of Aboriginal Reconciliation

PIRSA acknowledges Aboriginal peoples’ connections to land and sea country, which has been  
strengthened over tens of thousands of years. We respect Aboriginal peoples’ heritage, cultures and  
connection to Country and acknowledge the ongoing impact of colonisation. PIRSA also recognises the 
resilience of Aboriginal peoples and supports communities’ aspirations for a positive future.

PIRSA is an inclusive workplace and strives for a high level of cultural competency, so our relationships 
with Aboriginal people and organisations are considerate and sustainable, and our services are responsive 
and equitable.

PIRSA’s formal Commitment to Reconciliation was expressed through its first Reconciliation Statement 
and Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP); a 2012-15 draft has recently been completed and due for adoption 
in early 2013-14.

The RAP is set out to guide PIRSA’s Reconciliation work through strategies and actions intended to result 
in positive and enduring outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. 

PIRSA understands and respects that Aboriginal interests in South Australia are significant and  
important to our future as an agency of the SA Government. We are focused on working with State 
and Commonwealth agencies and their initiatives to support Reconciliation and economic participation 
through initiatives such as those which are set out herein.

Aboriginal Traineeship Program
PIRSA continues to employ Aboriginal trainees, by accessing the Government Aboriginal Employment Reg-
ister when relevant vacancies arise.  

Aboriginal Scholarship Program
PIRSA has sought to make a difference to Aboriginal people by financing an Aboriginal Scholarship Program 
that expresses our core values of equity and social justice.  One of its aims is to attract Aboriginal people 
to PIRSA as an employer of choice and industry partner.  The scholarship is facilitated through the  
University of Adelaide.  

While preference is given to students who are studying disciplines specifically relevant to PIRSA’s  
businesses, it is also made available more generally. The first scholarship recipient is studying a combined 
Arts/Law degree.

Cultural Awareness Training - Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara (APY) Lands

Cultural awareness training and Pitjantjatjara language studies continue to be fundamental prerequisites for 
employees working on the Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara (APY) Lands, relevant training is provided 
as required.
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Protocols for Engaging with Aboriginal People and Communities
A PIRSA Engagement Toolkit has been drafted, and includes a component for interacting with diverse  
interest groups and communities. Engagement strategies for Aboriginal communities and individuals have 
been guided by a set of success factors nationally recognised as best practice for governments to involve 
Aboriginal people and communities; taken from the ‘Critical Success Factors for Engaging Indigenous People 
and Communities in Natural Resource Management and Primary Industries’.

Consultancy Services through Rural Solutions
Rural Solutions SA is experienced in working with both Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in 
the field of social, economic and business development.  It works with communities with diverse levels of 
experience and exposure to business management and can provide detailed and accurate assessment of 
business opportunities and provide new skills, or improve existing skills in business management through 
training and mentoring services.  Rural Solutions SA also provides strategic planning, business planning and 
feasibility plans for Indigenous Communities and businesses.

Aboriginal Employee Assistance 
PIRSA provides an Aboriginal Employee Assistance Program.  The services are available for Aboriginal 
people as well as non-Aboriginal people.  The service provider gives counselling services generally and has 
specialisations in counselling and healing for Aboriginal people and non-Aboriginal people working with 
Aboriginal employees.

Women’s Legal Services Board
PIRSA sponsors membership and participation on the Women’s Legal Services Board for a PIRSA  
employee in keeping with our commitment to increasing the number of women on boards and  
committees.  Moreover, the Women’s Legal Services is primarily targeted to Aboriginal women.

PIRSA encourages and supports all employees in their efforts to understand and respect the importance 
of our approach to engagement, respecting, understanding and working with Aboriginal people in SA. We 
strive to achieve this by adopting practical approaches to ensure that results are sustainable, culturally 
sensitive and socially just. In collaboration with Aboriginal people, we aim to enable tangible change for 
Aboriginal peoples and communities within SA.
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APPENDIX 6
Contacts

Primary Industries and Regions South Australia 
Level 17, Grenfell Centre, 25 Grenfell St, Adelaide 
GPO Box 1671,  Adelaide SA 5001

Reception:  L14, 25 Grenfell St, Adelaide. Phone (08) 8226 0900  
  Fax (08) 8226 0027

Website: http://www.pir.sa.gov.au

PIRSA has about 36 sites across regional South Australia and the Adelaide metropolitan area. Contact 
details are on PIRSA’s website and in telephone directories. At 30 June 2013:

ENQUIRY

Minister for Agriculture,
Food and Fisheries
Minister for Forests
Minister for Regional  
Development
Minister for Status of  
Women
Minister for State/Local 
Government Relations

Minister for Sustainability,  
Environment and  
Conservation 
Minister for Water and  
the River Murray
Minister for Aboriginal  
Affairs and Reconciliation

Chief Executive

Acting Deputy Chief Executive
 

Group Executive Director
Corporate Services

Major Projects

PHONE, FAX AND LOCATIONS

Phone (08) 8226 0322 fax (08) 8226 0316
Level 9, Terrace Towers, 178 North Terrace, 
Adelaide

Phone (08) 8463 5680 fax (08) 8463 5681
Level 9, Chesser House, 91-97 Grenfell St
Adelaide 

Phone (08) 8226 0162 fax (08) 8226 0320
Level 17, Grenfell Centre, 25 Grenfell St, 
Adelaide

Phone (08) 8226 0231
Level 16, Grenfell Centre, 25 Grenfell St, 
Adelaide 

Phone (08) 8226 0466 fax (08) 8226 0320 
Level 17, Grenfell Centre, 25 Grenfell St, 
Adelaide

Phone (08) 8463 6925 fax (08) 8226 0320 
Level 17, Grenfell Centre, 25 Grenfell St, 
Adelaide

CONTACT

Gail Gago MLC

Ian Hunter MLC

Scott Ashby

Trent Mader

Rick Janssan
Executive Director

Andrew Johnson
Executive Director
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ENQUIRY

Fisheries and Aquaculture 

Biosecurity SA

Agribusinss and Regions

Rural Solutions SA

South Australian Research and  
Development Institute (SARDI)

Strategy and Engagement

PHONE, FAX AND LOCATIONS

Phone (08) 8226 3994 fax (08) 8226 0060
Level 14, Grenfell Centre, 25 Grenfell St, 
Adelaide

Phone (08) 8207 7943 fax (08) 8207 7852
Level 2, 33 Flemington St, Glenside

Phone (08) 8463 6139 fax (08) 8124 4578
Level 15, Grenfell Centre, 25 Grenfell St, 
Adelaide

Phone (08) 8226 2346 fax (08) 8463 3336
Level 8, 101 Grenfell St, Adelaide

Phone (08) 8303 9398 fax (08) 8303 9403
Plant Research Centre, Gate 2B, Hartley 
Grove, Urrbrae

Phone (08) 8226 0336 fax (08) 8226 0320
Level 17, Grenfell Centre, 25 Grenfell St, 
Adelaide

CONTACT

Mehdi Doroudi
Executive Director 

Will Zacharin
Executive Director

Stuart West
Executive Director

Daniel Casement 
Executive Director

Pauline Mooney
Executive Director

Jo Collins
Executive Director
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APPENDIX 7
Financial Overview

Account Payment Performance 2012-13
Treasurer’s Instruction 11 under the Public Finance and Audit Act 1987 requires all undisputed accounts to be 
paid within 30 days of the date the invoice is first received by the agency (or service provider) unless there is a 
discount or a written agreement between the agency and the creditor.

As indicated in the table below, PIRSA paid 97% of invoices in 2012-13 on time.

Contractual Arrangements
In 2009-10, PIRSA let a contract to Clinical Laboratories Pty Ltd (t/a Gribbles) for the provision of a  
veterinary diagnostic service to the livestock (including apiary and aquatic) industries and data on the  
incidence and control of diseases and residues in livestock or livestock products. The contract is for an initial 
term of three years (with extension options) and has a total value of $4.5 million (or $900 000 per annum).

Fraud

%

 93

  4

  3

$’000

 96 082

  3 711

 3 484

Matter referred to Crown Solicitor’s  
Office for advice.  Staff member has  
since left the organisation.

%

 97

 2

  1

Number

 24 840

     477

     205

1

Paid within 30 calendar days or less

Paid within 31 to 60 calendar days

Paid greater than 60 calendar days

Allegation of fraud involving 
misappropriation of funds and 
assets (theft of equipment, 
falsification of records)

Particulars

Nature of Fraud

Accounts paid

Number of Instances

Amount paid

Strategies to Control and Prevent
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The tables below summarise the statement of comprehensive income, statement of financial position and statement of 
cash flows of the Department for the year ended 30 June 2013. The results are compared with the 2012-13 budget and 
the results for the previous year. The full detailed financial statements and notes to the accounts of the Department are 
presented in Appendix 7.

Statement of Comprehensive Income

The table above shows that for the financial year ending 30 June 2013, PIRSA’s net result was an operating deficit of  
$2.3 million, which was $5.6 million favourable compared to budget. This is mainly the result of the timing of expenditure 
related to major regional grant programs across financial years and accounting adjustments associated with asset  
recognition. 

The total comprehensive result was a $0.3 million surplus, due to a $2.6 million gain recognised from the revaluation of 
land, buildings and infrastructure.

Major variations included:

Total expenses in 2012-13 were $9.4 million lower than budget primarily as a result of lower demand for partnered 
research activities and the timing of expenditure of major regional grant programs.

Total income was $3.9 million lower than budget primarily as a result of reduced revenue for partnered research  
activities and lower demand for consulting services. This is after allowing for the offsetting impact of $2.2 million in  
accounting adjustments associated with asset recognition.

Expenses

Income

Net cost of  
providing services

Revenues from  
SA Government

Payments to  
SA Government

Net result  
Surplus/(Deficit)

Other comprehensive 
income

Total comprehensive 
result

2012-13
Budget

$000’s(a)

181 484

82 469

99 015

95 263

(4 100)

(7 852)

-

(7 852)

2012-13
Actual
$000’s

172 045

78 599

93 446

95 263

(4 100)

(2 283)

2 558

275

2011-12
Actual
$000’s

 
202 684

96 387

106 297

111 513

(6 865)

(1 649)

-

(1 649)

(a)  The 2012-13 budget figures have been adjusted from the figures published in the 2013-14 Agency Statements as a result of  
 post budget approvals. 
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Total expenses in 2012-13 were $30.6 million lower than in 2011-12 primarily as a result of the full year effect of the 
functional transfers with the Department for Manufacturing, Innovation, Trade, Resources and Energy (DMITRE),  
which were effective from 1 January 2012. There was also a reduction in grant and subsidy payments relating to the 
Exceptional Circumstances drought relief program following the closure of this scheme.

Total income in 2012-13 decreased by $17.8 million from 2011-12 largely due to the full year effect of the functional 
transfers with DMITRE. There was also lower funding from the Commonwealth for the Exceptional Circumstances 
Drought Relief Program following the closure of this scheme. 

Statement of Financial Position

Current assets were $4.0 million higher than budget primarily as a result of an increase in cash and inventories. 
This was partially offset by a lower than anticipated level of receivables, including rural loans.

Non-current assets were $3.4 million higher than budget primarily due to the gain recognised from the revaluation 
of land, buildings and infrastructure and the accounting adjustments associated with asset recognition under  
property, plant and equipment. 

Total liabilities were $0.4 million below budget primarily due to a lower than budgeted level of borrowings. This 
was partially offset by an increase in payables and accruals recognised at year end.

 

Current Assets

Non Current Assets

Total Assets

Current Liabilities

Non Current Liabilities

Total Liabilities

Net Assets

2012-13
Budget

$000’s(a)

113 219

111 940

225 159

46 686

25 405

72 091

153 068

2012-13
Actual
$000’s

117 224

115 380

232 604

47 188

24 537

71 725

160 879

2011-12
Actual

$000’s (b)

 
121 319

111 087

232 406

46 084

25 718

71 802

160 604

(a)  The 2012-13 budget figures have been adjusted from the figures published in the 2013-14 Agency Statements as a result  
 of post budget approvals.  
(b)  The 2011-12 actual figures have been revised relative to those published in the 2011-12 Annual Report due to the  
 recognition of prior period adjustments. 
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Statement of Cash Flows

The net cash flow used in operating activities was $2.0 million lower than budget primarily reflecting changes in 
the timing of expenditure related to major regional grant programs, together with the timing and scale of revenues 
and expenditure associated with partnered research activities and consulting services.

Receipts from investing and financing activities were $0.8 million below budget, mainly due to the timing of  
borrowings from the Department of Treasury and Finance to facilitate loans to cooperatives, and principal  
repayments from the rural sector. This was partially offset by increased proceeds from the sale of inventories and 
property, plant and equipment.

Payments for investing and financing activities were $3.8 million below budget largely due to variations in the 
timing of advances of loans to cooperatives and repayments of borrowings to the Department of Treasury and 
Finance. In addition purchases of property, plant and equipment were slightly lower than budgeted.

Cash flows from  
operating activities

Payments

Receipts

Net cash flows from  
Government

Net cash (used in)/ 
provided by operating 
activities

Cash flows from investing 
and financing  activities

Payments

Receipts

Restructuring  activities

Net cash used in investing 
and financing  activities

Net (decrease)/increase in cash 
held

Cash at 1 July

Cash at 30 June

2012-13
Budget

$000’s(a)

(175 716)

82 376

91 163

(2 177)

(13 919)

8 185

-

(5 734)

(7 911)

87 597

79 686

2012-13
Actual
$000’s

(173 808)

82 517

91 163

(128)

(10 104)

7 422

-

(2 682)

(2 810)

87 571

84 761

2011-12
Actual

$000’s (b)

 

(206 951)

101 022

104 648

(1 281)

(21 319)

17 402

(5 484)

(9 401)

(10 682)

98 253

87 571

(a) The 2012-13 budget figures have been adjusted from the figures published in the 2013-14 Agency Statements as a result  
 of post budget approvals.  
(b) The 2011-12 actual figures have been revised relative to those published in the 2011-12 Annual Report due to the  
 recognition of prior period adjustments.
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Property, Plant and Equipment Assets
PIRSA owns and manages property, plant and equipment assets valued at $107.3 million, including a number of 
large research centres across the state. PIRSA has an ongoing need to reinvest in building, equipment and  
information technology to produce its service delivery outcomes.

Land and buildings and infrastructure assets represent 84% of the agency’s capital investments.

Property, Plant and Equipment as at 30 June 2013

In 2012-13 the total value of property, plant and equipment increased by $4.2 million from $103.1 million to 
$107.3 million primarily due to the gain recognised from the revaluation of land, buildings and infrastructure and 
the accounting adjustments associated with asset recognition.














































































































































